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This study investigates the incentive categories related to job

satisfaction for full tina faculty in postsecondary institutions in the

United States. The data for the analysis is frcm the 1988 NSOPF

conducted by the U.S. Departnant of Education. Using secordary

analysis of the data a job satisfaction irdex was derived from the

responses to the twenty-nine subquestions in question 19 of the faculty

questionnaire.

Three incentive categories, financial, job related, and personal,

provided the context in which job satisfaction was explored. The

research questions lfocused on job satisfaction in the three incentive

categories relating to research and teaching, institutional type, ard

academic rank. The major oonclusions of this study are summarized as



follows: full time faculty in postseoordary institutions are: Less than

dissatisfied with research opportunities across institutional types and

academic ranks; Satisfied with the same amount or less teaching

opportunities across institutional types ard academic ranks; Ihre job

satisfied at two year institutions in all three inoentive categories,

financial, job related, ard personal: Satisfied with the type of

institution in which they are presently employed ard are less likely to

leave for a different type of institution; Satisfied as full professors

for all three inoentive categories, fi.nancial, job related ard personal;

Least satisfied as associate professors for personal inoentive category;

Least satisfied as assistant professors for financial ard job related

inoentive categories.
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CHAPEEZR 1

'Ihe appropriate mix of faculty incentives is juggled by higher

education administrators in order to recruit and retain high quality

faculty. Some believe that the amount of salary ard fringe benefits is

sufficient to provide for faculty job satisfaction. Others identify the

importance of research facilities, tive opportunities ard

academic reccgnition as prime incentives sought by faculty. Drring the

expansion years of the 1960's through 1970's, colleges could afford to

provide for a myriad of furdamental ard extraneous incentives to provide

for their faculty. However, in the financially constricting years of

the 1980's, institutions of higher education have experienced declining

or leveling enrollments with furding sources ard options of incentives

correspondingly decreased.

Studies conducted determined the appropriate rewards for workers in

various fields. The classic work by Herzberg in the 1960's identified

job-content/ motivation factors, ard jcb-context/ hygiene factors, for

workers that determined satisfaction ard dissatisfaction in their work.

'Ihe job-content rewards included the monetary or tangible factors

provided to workers. The job-context rewards canprised the intangible

factors in the environment that influenced workers' attitude toward the

organization ard employment.

Subsequent studies in higher education have examined the reward

structure against Herzbexg's dual—factor theory. SwieI‘&r'1Za(1970),

1
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Avakian(1971) , and Borland (1970) applied the dual-factor theory in

institutions of higher education to determine the factors leading to

satisfaction and dissatisfaction of faculty. Borland(1970) studied the

university as an organization in his analysis of the faculty reward

system. He described the university as a "federation of autonomous

units regarding academic matters and as a bureaucracy regrading

financial matters" (p.143).

'Ihe academic reward system for publishing and teaching was studied

by 'I*uckman(1976),(1979), and Tuckman, Gapinski, & Hagemann (1977) using

the 1972-73 ACE national survey of faculty. Four major categories of

reward were identified: direct salary increments, acclaim and feelings

of self worth, equity in personnel practices, and career options.

Tuckman described the academic reward structure as "an amalgam of rules,

preoedents, rewards ard reactions to changes in the academic labor

markets" (p.188) .

Usi.ng the same data base from the ACE study, Smart (1978), selected

a sample stratified according to the Carnegie Commission topology of

colleges and universities. Smart ascribed to the individual a

strategic place in organizations and therefore the basic pivotal point

at which all incentive systems revolve. His study focused on the

phenomenon of organizational diversity in American higher education

within the conceptual framework of the incentive system construct. In

his study, Smart identified si.x principal incentives within academic

organizations including the following: family, research, administrative

advancement, interpersonal, academic recognition, and teaching. 'Ihrough
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the salary policies, institutions influence the faculty to work toward

institutional goals.

In the early eighties, educators discussed the economic cordition of

faculty with the perception that changes were occurring which presented

in 1<anter's (1981) description an "opportxmity squeeze." 'Ihis apt

description of the grip that declining funding had on higher education

reflected die concern for faculty career satisfaction. Winkler (1982)

studied job satisfaction of university faculty from twenty-two

institutions. 'Ihe conclusion from this study was that dissatisfaction

did exist with pay as the primary dissatisfier.
‘

Austin and Gamson(1983) concluded from their review of literature on

the academic workplace that the intrinsic aspects of work, satisfaction

and commitment of workers and employee groups, have remained stable.

However, in higher education, faculty and administration are

experiencing a decline in the extrinsic aspects of work from the new

demards and heightened tensions. Duri.ng a general acceleration of more

work for the same pay, feelings of role conflict, stress, ard limited

time are The reward structures that worked duri.ng the

expansionary period are not working well now. The response in the past

hasbeentopushexistingstructuresaxdpeopletotheirliirxitardhope

for the best. The belief that the institution is worthy ard cares about

the individual is being eroded by the persistent slow decline of the

reward system (pp.66-71).

Clark and Iewis(1985) cautioned against the quick cure for

institutional strategies to remedy the declining vitality of the
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faculty. 'Ihey described the vitality of faculty as reflected in

institutions' organizational strategies, opportunities, ard reward

structures. Considering the present economic situation of faculty, very

little of a systematic nature has been developed to assist policy

development ard personnel management with concern for faculty vitality

(p.274) .

The decrease in the vitality of higher educational organizations

concurs with the writings of Bowen ard Sc.huster(1986) in their

description of the American professor as an "imperiled resource."

Faculty satisfaction with their jobs derived from the quality of their

students, colleagues, ard work environment. Diring the last ten years,

faculty have peroeived a decreasing level of quality in their

instruction and this has become a major source of discontent ard poor

morale. The decline in faculty morale is attri.buted not only to

adverse trends in compensation ard work conditions, but also to a

profound sense of insecurity about the future ard an apprehension about

the declining status of the profession (pp.47-49) .

In this context of a changing economic ard environmental vitality in

higher education institutions, admi.nistrators are seeking to maintain

incentives in a competitive arena to recruit and retain quality faculty.

The trerds that created these changes in acadauic institutions will also

change the perception of faculty concerning what is appropriate

ccmpensation. 'Ihe problem is a lack of information from a national

faculty study to determine what provides faculty job satisfaction during

this constricted financial period in higher education. Determination of
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existing conditions of faculty attitude toward incentive categories in

the rewarwd system will forecast employment strategies for the 1990's.

Problem

'Ihere is a deficiency of information concerning what prauotes job

satisfaction for full time faculty in postsecordary education. 'Ihe

decline in earning power creates a force that can entioe potential

faculty to other professional positions in our economy. 'Ihe interest of

potential faculty to teach in colleges ard universities will be enhanced

if specific incentives offered appeal to faculty. 'Ihe financial

climate is different in the 80's ard predictions for the future irdicate

that funding will not be substantially increased. With the bleak

salary predictions, there needs to be information on die incentives Uiat

lead to job satisfaction for faculty in order that administrators can

enhance their bargaining position with potential faculty. 'Ihe job

satisfaction of full time faculty needs to be described to determine

what specific incentive areas have appeal to faculty. 'Ihere are no

current national data on incentive categories which relate to job

satisfaction for higher education faculty.

‘Ihis study describes the incentive categories that relate to job

satisfaction for full time faculty in education. 'Ihe

research questions focus on the following questions:

What incentives are related to job satisfaction for full time
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faculty in postsecondary education?

1. which categories of incentives relate to job satisfaction?

2. Are research incentives related to greater job satisfaction

than teaching incentives?

3. Do the categories of incentive related to job satisfaction vary

with the type of institution?

4. Do the categories of incentive related to job satisfaction

change as faculty mature in the higher education system?

Limitations

The U.S. Department of Education has conducted a national survey of

faculty including full and part time faculty in two ard four year

institutions in the United States. The data collection completed in

October 1988, provided the information for data tapes made for public

use in Summer 1989.

Research Methodolgy

The data base for this study is the 1988 National Study of

Postsecondary Faculty conducted by the U.S. Department of Eduation.

Fran the responding sample on the faculty quätionnaire in the NSOPF, a

systematic sanple was selected using a canputer statistical program,

SPSS-X, to select a rardan sample of 12% which yielded a study sample of

712. Using the data tapes for this sample, a job satisfaction irdex

frau question 19 with twenty-nine sub-questions was determined. 'Ihe

incentive categories were analyzed using the job satisfaction index to
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answer the research questions. Frequency distributions and Cross Tab

analysis determined response rates according to study variables.

Siggificance

This study describes what full time, postsecordary education faculty

in the United States have to say about job satisfaction. The study

identifies preferred faculty incentive categories at different career

stages and in different types of institutions. The results should be of

interest to higher education administrators concerned with policy

decisions on faculty inoentives.

The results of this study should also better equip the academic

administrator to tailor the inoentives offered to recruit ard retain

faculty. Institutions need to allocate their limited resources wisely

to obtain quality faculty ard to maintain their investment into the

maturing faculty on their campuses. The job satisfaction information

derived from specific incentive categories will help administrators

continue to reap dividerds from their investment. The identification of

the importance of research and teaching activities in job satisfaction

can influence support at the state ard federal level.

Fi.nally, the determination of full time facmlty job satisfaction

related to incentive categories provides updated data now lacking in

higher education. Higher education institutions achieve their mission

through the work of the faculty. The incentive categories delineate for

the administrator the areas of job satisfaction to address when

motivating faculty to achieve institution goals. The analysis of data
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on faculty job satisfaction by institutional characteristics ard faculty

rank will also provide information for government agencies and

professional associations.

'Ihe subsequent chapters contain a review of the literature, a

description of this study, ard conclusions relating incentive categories

to job satisfaction for faculty in higher education. Chapter 2, the

review of literature, describes motivation theories, function of

incentive programs, incentive programs in higher education, g'ro«‘th and

changes in higher education faculty careers and the function of higher

educational institutions as organizations. Chapter 3, description of

the study, contains the following sections: description of the National

Survey of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF) , threats to validity, research

methodology, research questions ard definitions, ard procedures used for

the study. Chapter 4, analysis of the data, presents the results of the

study in the following five sections: section 1 - job satisfaction from

question 19 NSOPF; section 2 — incentive categories related to the job

satisfaction irdex; section 3 - research ard teaching incentives related

to the job satisfaction i.ndex; section 4 - job satisfaction index by

incentive categories by institutional type; and section 5 — job

satisfaction i.rdex by incentive categories by rank. Chapter 5,

conclusions ard tions, identifies the relationship among the

firdings, the conclusions, irrplications and tions for further

research.



CHAPIER 2

REVHN

OFIntroduction

Faculty, described as an imperiled resource, have a rwilient

quality to respond to incentives in the academic setting. College and

university administrators approaching the twentieth century are aptly

concerned about the vitality of their faculty. 'Ihough facuJ.ty may be

iiuperiled, the evidence from motivation, i.noentive,

anddevelopmentstudies provide the basis to become hopeful in the renewal

potential inherent in faculty in higher education.

'Ihe concepts of motivation, incentives, and career development in

higher education are reviewed as the basis of this study. 'Ihis chapter

describes the evolution of motivation theory as a managarent concept

duri.ng the last forty years. It further applies incentive constructs

to the basics of motivation theory in work setti.ngs. Using studies on

incentive programs in higher education, the relationship of faculty

motivation and renewal studies are reviewed. 'Ihe effects of motivation

and incentives on the stages of career development i.n higher education

support the application of theories in academic organizations. Finally,

the delineation in the fmmctioning of post-secondary institutions as

organizations provide the backdrop in which the careers of faculty are

circuuscribed.

.9
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gigtivation Theories

Theories relati.ng the importance of motivation to worker performance

emerged from studies in social science ard management. The evolution

of the human relations management theory derived from t.he Hawthorne

Study. After the Hawthorne study, Maslow (1943) identified that

gratification of a need was as much a motivator as dqsrivation.

Herzberg (1959) further contributed to the concept of motivation i.n hi.s

motivation-hygiene theory identifyi.ng satisfaction ard dissatisfaction

factors. Vroom (1964) described the social aspects of the job and

properties of the work roles as determinant of job satisfaction.

McGregor (1966) postulated Theory X ard Theory Y to identify management

theory and describe the motivation stimulated by worker self—control and

self-direction. Hackman ard Lawler (1971) use a construct of job-

demards and person-demards to fomulate the theory of motivation ard job

satisfaction. 'Ihese studies on worker motivation ard job satisfaction

are pivotal tc how i.ncentives relate to job satisfaction.

In the Hawthorne study, corducted in the Western Electric plant in

Hawthorne, Ohio, 1924-32, by Mayo ard Roethlisberger, the increases in

productivity of a selected work group could not be accounted for by the

changes i.n the physical With different small group

experiments, productivity was identified as a motivation of the work

group influenced by die special status cf being selected for a study.

Through the use of follow-up interviews, they identified the workings of

the informal organi.zation. 'Ihey discovered the elaborately crgani.zed

group that controlled production with its own hierarchy ard rules. The
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Hawthorne studies remain the most cozrprehensive, systematic, ard

exhaustive experiments of shop—floor workers. Problems that had

occurred with workers urder the classical form of management resulted in

worker apathy ard decreasing output. 'Ihese criticisus of classical

management surfa<@ as the Hawthorne studies were concluding, provided

the fourdational material for the developnent of the human relations

theory. The human relation theory centers on the development of job

satisfaction ard the improvement of worker morale in order to improve

productivity.

Maslow (1943) formulated a theory fourdational to the human

relations theory and the conceptualization of work motivation. He

identified categories of needs that people are motivated to satisfy ard

organized these needs into a hierarchy. The gratification of the need

is as much a motivator as deprivation. If a lower level need is

fulfilled, the individual no longer has that lack, the need then is not

a continuous motivator. Once satisfied, the need becomes less important

to drive the individual.
‘Ihe

irdividual then begins to seek

gratification of other higher level needs.

'I‘he
five distinctive need categories are physiological or survival

needs, safety needs, social or belonging needs, ego or self-esteem

needs ard self-actualization needs. The physiologic need for food,

water, ard oxygen is the lowest level need which provides for

homeostasis in the body. 'I‘he secord level of need is safety which is

satisfied when the irdividual no longer feels endangered. 'Ihe seeking

of stability and organization in life satisfies this need. 'Ihis need is
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quickly reactivated in an emergency situation. The third level of need

is for love and belonging. The secure relationship with others ard a

place in their group provides irdividuals with gratification of this
i

need. The fourth level of need is esteem which manifests in the

feeling of valuation of themselves and rega.rd by others. The

developmentofahig1·1se1*1.seofselfrespectardfortheesteemofothers

provides for the satisfaction of this need. The highest level of need

is self-actualization. When all lower level needs have been satisfied,

this need emerges to motivate irdividuals to attain all they are capable

of becoming. This is often manifested in expressions of creativity

which are unique to the individual. Striving for self-fulfillment ard

reaching ones full potential characterize this need. The hierarchy of

needs is not a static state but a dynamic one which allows the

individual during life to move up and down the hierarohy as life

situations change (pp.27—32) .

Frederick Herzberg (1959) built upon the work of Maslow in the

development of his concept of man's basic needs in his motivation-

hygiene theory. His theory identified two sets of factors: motivators,

which lead to job satisfaction, ard hygiene, which lead to job

dissatisfaction.

The motivators include both internal ard external aspects of a work

environment that lead to a positive sense of being within an

organization. Some activities that are classified as motivators are

recognition for achievements, participation in decision maki.ng, ard

feelings of personal growth or advanoement. The motivational aspects
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are analogous to the need to belong, need for self—esteem ard need for

self-actualization identified in Maslow's theory.

'Ihe hygiene factors identified by Herzberg are the maintenance

factors which can lead to job dissatisfaction. 'Ihese factors alone will

not make a worker happy but can lead to tmhappy worki.ng corditions ard

environment. 'Ihe hygiene factors include the physical cordition of the

work place, the amount of job security, the economic aspects, ard the

status of the company. 'Ihe hygiene factors relate to the physiological

ard safety needs identified by Maslcw. 'Ihe factors identified by

Herzberg were graphed on a scale to compare the satisfiers to the

dissatisfiers. The relationship is not a continuum but the amount of

each factor present or absent in a work environment to motivate

employees. The application of Herzberg's theory is most appropriate to

higher level management which is more highly motivated by growth and

achievement than are the shop operators. Herzberg's theory does support

the need to investigate a variety of ways to provide for job enrichment

to encourage worker motivation (pp. 57-83).

Vroom(1964) examined the concept of worker motivation in a social

context. He defined the nature of motivation as the "explanation of

choices made by organisms among different voluntary responses. Most

behavior exhibited by irdividuals on their jobs is voluntary ard

consequently motivated" (p.9) . He further described the mctivational

basis for work ard the satisfactions received as the social aspects of

the job.
‘Iwo

important factors described as important to workers were

the job contacts made with other workers in the same relative level in
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the organization ard die relationship with their immediate supervisor.

workers carry the identity ard status of their jobs which society has

assigned to it. _ Therefore, job status is an important determinant of

workers status in their families ard community.

Vroom studied the properties of work roles to identify determinants

of job satisfaction. He equated a positive attitade with job

satisfaction ard explaihed five determinants which are necessary

corditions for exchange of reward. The first determinant is the degree

of interaction between the reward and the worker that makes the reward

attractive to the employee. The second determinant is the similarity of

the attitude between those rewarding ard the worker. 'Ihe third is the

acceptance by the group members or the attractiveness of the group by

its members. The fourth determinant is the goal interdeperdence ard

congruence which facilitates progress of each toward the attainment of

their goal. Finally, the acceptance of irdividual differences in

motives of workers are extremely important (Vroom, 1964, pp.120—25) .

Vroom concludes that the nature of work roles corducive to job

satisfaction ard motivation include the following: " high pay,

substantial promotion opportunities, considerate ard participative

supervision, an opportunity to interact with ones peers, varied dutiä,

ard a high degree of control over work methods ard pace" (p.173) .

Maslow's theory also provided the basis for McGregor's theoriä on

leadership ard motivation. McGregor(1966) identified previously held

scientific management theory as 'Iheory X, which placed emphasis on the

need for external control of worker behavior to meet organizational
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objectives. He postulated Theory Y based on Maslow's Uieory of the

hierarchy of needs. Theory Y is grounded in urderstanding and

observation of behavior ard relies heavily on self-control ard self-

direction. The activities incumbent on the manager to stimulate

motivation in workers include the following: creating opportunities,

releasing potentials, removing obstacles, encouraging growth, ard

providing guidance (@.44-46) . Motivation is stimulated by providing

opportunities for enployees to attain satisfaction through efforts

directed toward organizational goals. What is critically important is

that the simply of such opportunities, unlike the supply of monetary

rewards, is McGregor's Theory X is based on the assumption

that motivation occurs at the physiological ard safety levels described

by Maslow. His Theory Y assumes that motivation occurs at social,

esteem, and self- actualization. He further postulates that if one

manages according to Theory X or Y jthen workers respord accordingly.

Function ofIncentiveThis

study queried about job satisfaction as it related to

incentive categories for full time facmlty in postsecondary education.

The a@ropriate mix of incentives is determined to motivate euployees

toward achievement of institutional goals. Incentive programs are

described by Collins (1981) as basic reward system designed to provide

motivation for errployee performance. Ellig (1987) states that salaries

cannot be used to reward short term performance ard Li.@ett, Langeth,

ard Mossep (1985) identify incentives as a means to provide change ard
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reward behavior. The function of incentive systems provides the

backdrop in which to examine job satisfaction.

When incentive plans fail, Uiere are two primary factors proposed.

Employees examine the incentive plan ard decide that either it does not
A

fit their priorities or through improper design or management has little

or no meaning to the employee.

The employees identify components of an incentive plan and

evaluate them on three criteria. First, the reward offered and its

importance to their ovm personal needs. Some rewards my appeal to one

employee and not to another. Second, the probabilities of achieving a

particular reward based on their current situation. Finally, the

determination of the amount of time and effort required to achieve the

reward versus other opportunities that my be lost (Collins, 1981,

p.571) .

Incentive plans in organizations are based on more than salary

increments. Ellig (1987) asserts that salaries cannot be used to

reward short term outstanding performance appropriately. There are two

schools of thought on the issue of salaries verses bonus. First,

salaries are competitive with the mrketplace's total annual

compensation. Second, a bonus for satisfactory performance rewards but

does not alter t.he salary level. There are three rationales for the

second tion. One rationale purports t.hat it is easier to

lower a persons bonus than to completely eliminate it. Another

rationale supports that it is difficult not to provide something to

those who just miss the criteria when those that do receive
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considerable reward. Third, during hard financial times it is easier to

cut bonuses than to cut salaries (p.103) .

The provision of incentives within an organization is directed to

provide for change ard reward for behavior. Planned change in an

organization is initiated to solve problems in order to achieve

objectives. Lippett, Iangseüi ard Mossep (1985) identify a problem

solving process which includes many facets that describe the assessment

of the motivation ard capacity for change within an organization. 'Ihe

motivation for change does not arise when there is recognition of a

problem. The individual's awareness of the problem leads to

conflicting feelings which will decrease the readiness and create

resistance to change. Change implies that the organization is an open

system which has the capacity to improve. There is further implied that

there is someone responsible to guide ard control the process (pp.27-

37). Incentives offered to euployees provide for achievanent of

organizational goals, for job satisfaction, ard for salary increments.

Incentive in Higer Education

The focus of the first question in this study is how the incentive

categories relate to job satisfaction for faculty in post-secordary

institutions. The conceptual framework for the incentive system

construct focuses on the importance of the individual to the function

ard behavior of an organization. 'Ihis construct as presented by Smart

(1978) in his research on the diversity of acadanic organizations,

describes the contributions of personal efforts which constitute the
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energies of organizations provided by irdividuals because of incentives.

Swiernga (1970), Avakian (1971), ard Borlard (1970) investigated the

reward structure i.n higher education using Herzberg's dual—factor theory
i

ard described job-content or job context factors. 'Iuckman

(1976),(1979), 'Iuckman, Gapinski, ard Hagauann (1977) ard 'Iuckman ard

Hagemann (1976) used Une 1974 ACE data base to delineate what provided

the highest rewards in academic reward systars. All ofthesehave

provided the history of the acadarric reward structure on which to

reflect the current fi.rdings.

smart (1978) investigated the underlying structure of incentive -

systems of academic organizations tc determine if they were consistent

throughout the academic community. He also made the comparison to the

general pattern of personal ard career incentives in the literature of

organizational theory and behavior. He further determined whether the

preferred incentives varied with the type of higher education

institution. The incentive system construct identifies the irdividual

as the pivotal factor in organizations. 'Ihe egotistical motives of

self—preservation ard self-gratification are controlling forces which

exert pressure on the organization to satisfy these motives unless the

organization can change the motives. Regardless of the irdividuals

history or cbligations they must be persuaded to cooperate or there can

be no cooperation (pp.404—05) .

Smart identifies three types of organizations based on the principle

incentive used to elicit cooperation ard contributions of its members:

utilitarian, purposive, ard solidarity organizations. Colleges ard
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universities would be characterized as solidarity organizations. The

distinguishing incentive structure of colleges ard universities relies

on "such intangible incentives as the act of associating, ard offer

opportunities like oongeniality, the sense of group membership ard

identity, ard the status arising from group membership as their basic

rewards" (p.405) .

In higher education literature of the early 1970's, the reward

structure was scrutinized using Herzberg's dual—factor theory as the

paradigm for analysis. Swiernga (1970), determined if Herzberg's theory

of job satisfaction ard dissatisfaction could be applied to higher

education faculty members. Swiernga used a list of ten factors

classified as motivation factors ard thirteen factors classified as

hygiene factors. To test He.rzberg's theory Swierenza used 214 full-time

faculty who were teaching at a large mid-western university. One

hypothesis tested whether or not job satisfaction ard job

dissatisfaction existed on two different oontinuum a.rd not as opposites

on the same scale. A secord hypothesis was formulated to determine if

there existed differences between factors. 'Ihe third ard fourüi

hypotheses were developed to determine if hygiene factors ard motivator

factors act differently to produoe job satisfaction ard dissatisfaction

(pp.44-46) . From the data collected in the study the author ooncluded

the following: 1. One set of factors classified as a motivator when

present, appear to increase job satisfaction but the same set of factors

does not lead to dissatisfaction when abserrt; 2. Herzberg's definition

of hygiene factors does not appear applicable to the university setting;
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ard 3. Faculty are more satisfied than dissatisfied. The results of

the study support the hypothesis that job satisfaction ard job

dissatisfaction are not on opposite ends of the same oontinuum but

rather represent two separate but related continuum (@.87-88) .

I-Ierzberg's theory of job satisfaction ard dissatisfaction was also

the basis for the study by Avakian (1971). In this study, the author

interviewed fifty faculty members at an institution of higher education

to determine if incidents described by faculty related to satisfying or

dissatisfying job situations. The description of the incidents were

also analyzed to discern whether the faculty member emphasized the job-

content or job-context factors in their descriptions.

The results of the Avakian study supported the dual factor theory.

The factors identified as significantly leading to job satisfaction

included the following: achievement, reoognition, ard the work itself.

Those factors that showed a trend in the direction of job satisfaction

were the possibility of growth ard responsibility. The factors

identified as significantly leading to job dissatisfaction included the

following: institutional policy ard administration, supervision-

technical, salary, and interpersonal relations with administrators. 'Ihe

factors that only showed a trerd toward the direction of job

dissatisfaction were interpersonal relations with oolleagues ard

interpersonal relations with subordinates. Two factors that a@eared

with equal frequency associated with job satisfaction ard

dissatisfaction were working oorditions ard personal life (p.113) .

The conclusions in Avakian's study supported Herzberg's dual factor
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üaeory that there are factors in the higher education work environment

that provide for job satisfaction and dissatisfaction which are not on a

single continuum. 'Ihere were significantly more job-content factors

related to job satisfaction ard more job-context factors related to job

dissatisfaction. 'Ihe shift of scme factors away frcm the predicted

direction suggests that different sets of job-content ard job-context

factors influence the tasks involved (p. 96).

Borlard (1970) studied the university as an organization in order

to analyze faculty reward systems. In the review of literature,

Borlard identified that most of the faculty reward systems involved

controversy about the priorities in allocating professional duties, die

goals of the institution, ard the organizational structures. 'The

factors that had an influence on the procedures used to distribute the

formal rewards had an effect on the behavior of the faculty (pp.26-27) .

Borland states that most education literature dealt with the

controversy as to the proper organizational role for faculty. The

duties ard responsibilities of the roles were significant in the

distribution of the other irdividual formal rewards. Rewards typicalJ.y

are an attempt by the institution to induce faculty to adhere to its

goals. Aspects of the reward system, other than organizational goals,

provide insight into the relationship between the facuJ.ty mauber ard the

organizational affiliation. 'Ihe aspects of the reward system that are

irdicative of the relationship include the faculty membe.r's attitude,

expectations, perception of rewards, ard timing ard supply of rewards

coupled with the effects of the rewards on irdividual behavior ard
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perception of the organization and its goals (pp.35-36) . The

discernment of multiple factors in the behavior of faculty as they

relate to the reward structure and organizational goals was the basis

for the Borland study.

Borland used a three part interview instrument to collect data from

138 member sample of academic deans, department chairs, and faculty at

one large mid—western university. The investigation lead to the

conclusions about the nature of institutions of higher education as

social organizations. The stated goals of teaching , research or

creative performance, and service, with the primary emphasis on

teaching, were not the operational goals of the i.nstitution. Neither

the reward structure as described nor the professional roles of faculty,

in which they spent the major portion of their time, supported the

stated goals of the institution. The faculty perceived research-

publishing activities to be critical in the distribution of formal

rewards. The personal and professional goals of the faculty became the

operational goals of the institution. The personal and professional

behavior regarding academic matters were defined within the lowest

organizational level at which the commonality of goals were perceived

(pp. 129-145).

The university as a social unit was found to be a dual organization

a "federation of autonomous units regarding academic matters, and a

bureaucracy regarding financial matters" (p. 143). The only reward

procedures in which the respondents did not perceive extensive

satisfaction was the salary procedure. Likewise, salary was the only
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formal reward in which faculty perceived t.hat they had no input. 'Ihe

university as a total organization had formal influence on faculty

behavior only through the fiscal relationship. Each academic unit was
l

autonomous regarding the award of other faculty rewards.

Borland described the organizations must use to attai.n

objectives. 'Ihey must attract ard retain irdividuals to function in

prescribed roles yet encourage innovation ard oooperative behaviors

beyord the specific role requiranents. The reoaumerdations frau Borlard

concerning the university studied involved the coalition of the academic

ard fiscal relationships and the reexamination of the institutional

goals through the levels of administrative functioning (pp.145-48) .

Tuckman studied the academic reward structure in his national

studies spanning 1975-1979 using the ACE data base. He chose a four

part structure to categorize academic rewards. The first is salary

increments or merit raises. 'Ihe second area is direct non-monetary

satisfaction which includes the faculty identification of self—worth,

acclai.m and self-satisfaction. 'I‘his area is analogous to the acadauic

recognition category used by Smart. Some faculty may trade prestige for

monetaryrewardsbyselectingtlueareasofrewardtopxirsue. Thethird

area is promotion to a higher rank with the accompanying gains of self-

esteem, prestige, ard a higher salary. 'Ihe fourth area is internal ard

external career options. Cptions within the administrative hierarchy

are internal and research grants, outside oonsulti.ng ard government jobs

are external. 'Iuckman concedes that his categories are not exhaustive

identifying other options of rewards includes reduced teaching loads,

favorable hours, increases resources and more graduate students.
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‘Iuckman's conclusions were that the highest direct rewards go to

those who publish extensively and pursue a career in administration.

'Ihe direct rewards and inoentives were consistent across academic

disciplines. Because of indirect ince.ntives, faculty at die lower ranks

haveagreaterneedtorespordtoinoentivesthant11oseat11;perra111<s.

For assistant professors, the inoentives are strongest because their

activities oontribute to prcmotion. 'Ihe reward structure in higher

education favors those that have the largest number of years to work.

The use of publication is a quantitative, albeit iirperfect, measure of

productivity (pp. 129-134). The reward system needs to provide for

those at the assistant and full professor ranks to sustain their

interest in their work. 'Iuckman summarized his view of the academic

reward structure as "...an amalgam of rules, preoedents, rewarwds, and

reactions to change in academic labor markets. It has evolved

piecemeal, and it has responded to changing markets most rapidly at the

assistant and instructor levels" (p. 135). He determined that the

observed behavior patterns supported the hypothesis that the reward

structure affects faculty behavior.

Smart and Mclaughlin (1978) affirmed the assertion that the

academic reward structure is diverse including rrultiple inoentives with

no uniform standards of reward. In their study of reward structmres of

academic disciplines they found wide variation in üie reward structures

of the discipline clusters identified.
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Growth and es in Higqer Education Faculg Careers

The fourth question for this study examines how incentive categories

are related to job satisfaction for full time faculty as they mature in

t.he higher education. 'Ihe growth ard developmental tasks of adults were

defined by Erickson (1978) as the stages of generativity versus self-

absorption. 'Ihe adults in our society need activities that promote a

feeling of contri.buting to the next generation. 'Ihese contributions can

take many forms for adults examples are parenting, working with

subordinates in an organization, and teaching in a variety of settings.

In adult life in the last half of the twentieth century, we expect our

lives to change through time. Urderstarding adulthood has changed from

focus on a condition to acceptance as a process. In the past, adulthood

as a condition was assumed presently as a process it demards explanation

(Jordan, 1978, p. 198). To understard the adult in an organi.zation is

to understand the process of adulthood in the context of an evolving

career.

'Ihe process of career development for faculty is analogcus to the

developmental tasks of adults. 'Ihe stages of career development for

faculty identified by Baldwin (1979) are consistent with the traditional

levels of rank in higher educational institmtions. Five stages of

faculty career development are identified by Baldwin as follows:

assistant professors in the first three years of full—ti.me college

teaching; assistant professor with more than three years of college

teaching experience; associate professors; full-professors more than
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five years from retirement; and full professors within five years of

retirement (pp. 13-20).

'Ihe five stages of career development for faculty each have unique

characteristics to differentiate ard defi.ne them. 'Ihe assistant

professor in the first three years of full-time college teaching is

deemed the junior faculty. 'Ihe junior members are establishing their

careerswhiledealingwiththepressuresarddanardsofanevrmleina

new setting. 'Ihey are concerned primarily with their teaching

responsibilities.

The second stage of career development identified by Baldwin is the

more experienced assistant professors who are more confident of their

abilities and performance than their newer counterparts. During this

stage, they are seeking reccgnition and advancement. Discontent may

appear if they are uncertain about thei.r bid for tenure. Often during

the latter part of this stage, the faculty member experiences a period

of reassessment in which they may revise their goals ard means of

achieving them. 'Ihey see themselves in a tenuous position with an

uncertain future.

In the third stage of faculty career development, the associate

professor experiences peer recognition associated with tenurve ard

prcmotion. They become an integral part of the college caumunity wiüi

activities on college wide ccmmittees. 'lhroughcut the successive stages

of development, the professors' activities evolve frau teaching ard

research responsibilities to department ard college affairs, outside

service ard professional activities. During this third stage, although
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generally satisfied with their careers, the associate professors may

experience feeli.ng that their careers have leveled off.

The fourth stage of career development is the full professor with

more than five years from retirement. T‘his stage is typified by the

quardary to stay with the usual career activities or to proceed in a

different direction. They are faced wiür the choice between stagnation

and diversification. Stagnation occurs as the enthusiasm for teachi.ng

declines and their comfort with students decreases. Diversification can

be achieved as they explore opportunities within the institution ard the

community. Within the institution, the faculty member may develop new

areas of expertise, accept an administrative position, or chair a

significant faculty committee. Within the comrminity, the faculty can

extent their influence through involvement in civic ard professional

organizations, consulting or writing. At this stage as in the second

stage, the faculty reassess their careers. They must decide how to

spend twenty or more years in the teaching profession by moving into the

community or administration. Those who fail to move into the other

areas experience career stagnation. Limited opportunities for

professional growth lead to disillusiormaent ard can effect the

performance of these professors.

The final stage of career developnent identified by Baldwin is the

full professor within five years of retirement. This stage is depicted

by a high degree of career satisfaction ard contentment with

professional achievements. Professors terd to have less enthusiasm for

teaching and research but are committed to service to the college. It
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may be a time of relative isolation when they seek indeperdent solutions

to teaching and research concerns (pp. 13-20).

Baldwin's five stages of faculty career development focus on an

evolving adult, within a career path, in an institution of higher

education. The concept of faculty career develqzment stages are

congruent with adulthood as a process of beoauing. The incentives within

an institution of higher education can be identified as constraints or

promoters as the irdividual seeks to grow personally ard

professionally. The organization of the higher educational institution

exists i.n the descriptions ard experiences of the staff, faculty ,and

admi.nistrators.

The role of faculty identified by T‘oombs (1975) has three distinct

dimensions: the professional, the curricular, ard the institutional.

The faculty role evolves with varying weight within each of these

dimensions determined by the area most valued by the institution. The

professional dimension holds die prime position with tradition ard

symbolic power which gives unique identity to the academic. The

professional role has in recent years been narrcwed by the number of

research professcrships ard a general reduction in teachi.ng load. With

the charge of professional focus, the faculty shifted its clientele frcm

the institution ard students to sponsors ard peers which individualized

their practice (p.705) .

The second component of faculty role, the curricular role, includes

the teaching—learning situations. Attention focuses on the motivation

in committed faculty to improve their cwn teachirg performance.
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Teachers that view thmnselves as effective teachers group themselves

together to pool knowledge and experiences. Pressures toward more

careful consideration of the effects on students ard on the learning

outcomes of the curricular system itself are surfacing (p.707) .

The third aspect of the faculty role, described by Tloombs, is the

institutional aspect. The academic profession can practice only in an

institutional setting so there is a priority for the

institution. In addition, with internal pressures from limited

resources and the need to identify educational outcomes, faculty

involvement is essential in many aspects of institutional operations

(p.708) .

In the latter stages of a faculty career, the drive to maintain ties

with a particular institution may be by the attraction of a

position of prestige at another institution. The incentives required to

attract superstar faculty from one institution to another was the focus

of my case study corducted at a public institution in Maryland during

the summer of 1988. The incentive packages offered to five potential

faculty deparünent chairs were indicative of the type of incentive mix

required to encourage a successful professor to relocate and assume a

leadership position. In each instance, the incentive package included a

ccmpetitive salary offer, tenure, renovated laboratory space to the

needs of ongoi.ng research, ard a designated number of graduate students.

In many of the offers, the gradual increase of support to grow the

department over several years in tenured positions, secretarial help,

and graduate assistants was part of the package. One of the five
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prospective faculty requested to continue the spouse as an

administrative assistant in the laboratory. 'Ihe incentive categories

offered included administrative, research, academic recognition, ard

family.

'Ihe data identified in this case study is similar to the offers

cited in recent articles in the Chronicle of Higher Education (April 13, ‘

1988-) . 'Ihe story of the efforts of t.he University of Houston to keep

superstar physicist, Mr. Chu, confi.rm the efforts needed in some

instances to retain prestigious faculty. After an offer from Berkeley,

Mr. Chu was offered an annual salary of $150,000, an $1.5 million

endowed chair, and a research institute for supercorductivity by the

University of Houston. ’Ihe offer affirms that superstar faculty can be

kept or bought with lots of money ard state of the art working

corditions. A side note in the article irdicates that Mr. Cnu's father-

in-law, a professor emeritus at Berkeley, was also offered an annual

semester in residence at University of Houston (p. A14). 'Ihis offer

includes incentives in administrative, research, academic recognition,

ard family categories.

Function of Higher Educational Institutions as §@'zations

To maximize the functioning of the institution, the academic

administrator provides incentives that generate the highest potential of

its faculty. 'Ihe human resources of an institution require as much study

ard planning as t.he capital ard economic resources do. Institutions

would not commit funds to programs or projects that do not prcvide a
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return on investments. Likewise, higher education investment in facmlty

is critical to the renewal ard productivity of faculty. "In the lean

years ahead, academic institutions must use all their resources-

includi.ng their human resources- more flexibly ard more creatively if

they wish to ensure long—term survival" (Blackburn ard Baldwin, 1983,

p.7). Faculty members are a resource with scme elasticity but also a

resource that is renewable. In accepting the career stages of faculty,

the administrator repudiates the of the downward course of

vitality and productivity among mature faculty members (McKeachie,

1983) .

French and Bell (1984) describe two basic assumptions about people

in organizations. First, they assert that people want to fulfill their

highest capabilities. When the organizational environment is

challenging ard supportive, individuals within the setti.ng will grcw ard

develop in positive ways. Secondly, most people are willing to make a

contribution to the successful achievement of orvganizational goals to a

greater degree than most organizations will permit (p.30) . 'Ihe beliefs

about people are derived from theorists in the social sciences, Maslow

and Erickson. Using Maslcws basic needs hierarchy, Guest, Hershey, ard

Blanchard (1977) identified the individual's need to belong to a group.

After the initial stages of adjustment to a group, people want to

provide more than just belonging. 'Ihey need to feel self—esteem and to

be valued by others in the group. 'Ihe motivation derives from the group

to become fully self-actualizing and to reach their maximum potential

(p. 17) .
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'Ihe concept of culture related to an organization is a way of

describing the group's interactive ard ongoing aspects. Rather than

the traditional ways to assess group function through study of function

ard structure, the study of culture identifies the shared

urds, norms ard values basic to the group. Organizational

culture can be conceptualized as a background factor, as a way of

viewing the organization, or as the fourdational concept of the

organization. "Culture- another word for social reality- is both product

ard process, the shaper of human interaction ard the outcome of it,

continually created and recreated by people's ongoing interactions"

(Jelinek, Smircich, ard Hirsch, 1983, p.331). 'Ihe concept of the

culture of an organization was borrcwed from anthropology and linked to

concepts from organizational ard change theory to determine common

characteristics ard themes.

Concern occurs within an organization when tryi.ng to effect change

when a distinct organizational culture exists. 'Ihe usual opinion is

that culture is hard to change. Wilkins ard Ouchi (1983) state four

relationships between culture ard change that irdicate where ard in what
i

spheres change is possible. The fi.rst argument suggests that culture in

an organization rarely reaches the depth ard richness of socially shared

characteristics of the cultures studied by anthropologists. Since the

learning of the organizational culture typically occurs in adulthood and

since members rarely live in total institutions, the culture is not as

deep or unchangeable as is the case in anthrcpology. 'Ihe secord

observation describes the clans forrrs of control in organizations which
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are adaptable wit.hin a range of activities. Some clans adapt more

readily than others. 'Ihe clans that focus more on principles than on

practices tend to be more adaptive. The third problan arises when t.he

organizational conditions are so radically changed that the clan

membership must clearly violate their basic assurrptions. 'Ihe fourth

areaofconcemariseswhenchangeisreqxürodfrauoraefomofoontrol

to another. The importance of determining how much change is required

and what kind of change ought to be addräsed are implications for

changi.ng the nature of social agreement in organizations (pp.478-480) .

'Ihis chapter provides the review of relevant literature related to

motivation, incentives ard faculty careers in postsecondary

institutions. Motivation theory which evolved from the Hawthorne

studies of the l920's focuses on the needs of the irdividual in the

context of the work environment. Incentives studies in higher education

in the last two decades describe factions related to job satisfaction.

Faculty career growth ard changes ard the organizational function of

higher education conclude the review. From this review, the study of

incentive categories related to job satisfaction was derived. Chapter 3

describes the National Survey of Postseoondary Facmlty, research

methodology, questions and methodology for the study.
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IIBCRIPHCN OF SIUUY

Introduction

'Ihis study identifies the incentive categories that relate to job

satisfaction for full time faculty i.n post secordary education. 'Ihe

source of data for this study was the 1988 National Survey of

Postsecordary Faculty (NSOPF) corducted by the US Department of

Education Center for Educational Statistics. Using the data tapes from

the NSOPF and the SPSS-X statistical program, a job satisfaction irdex

was determined. 'Ihe job satisfaction index was then related to

specified incentive categories ard characteristics of full time faculty.

'Ihis chapter delineates the process used in the collection of data

in the NSOPF, Ute research questions ard definitions, the research

methodology used in secordary analysis, ard the procedures used to

complete this study from the NSOPF data tapes.

Description of the National Survey of Postseco Faculty

'Ihe NSOPF is the first study in a series planned to answer basic

questions about faculty in postsecordary education. 'Ihe proposal for

the study to the U.S. Congress states that little is lmown about college

ard university facuJ.ty in comparison to other segments of the U. S.

labor force. 'Ihis study provides national descriptions of higher

education faculty including irustitutional ard d factors

affecting them currently ard projections in this work force for the

future. ·
34
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Most recent surveys of faculty have sampled either institutions or

of faculty. Data on average faculty salaries ard race ard

sex of faculty are available from the EEDC/IPEIB surveys of

pos institutions. No canprehensive national survey of faculty

has been corducted since the 1977 &1rvey of the American Professorate by

Ladd and Lippett ard the 1984 Survey of Faculty corducted by the

Carnegie Commission. Both of these surveys, corducted by the private

sector, concentrated on the perceptions of faculty rather than on

detailed characteristics of faculty and the institutional forces

on their activities.

'Ihe prime intent of the NSOPF, as described in the appendix of the

proposal for the survey, includes the following issues: "1. Background

characteristics, training, ard current activities of faculty in higher

education; 2. Supply and demard for postsecondary faculty; ard 3.

Postsecondary faculty as a resource ard as users of resources. (NSOPF

apperdix,1988,A—4,A—11, A-18) ." 'Ihe survey provides a national profile

of faculty including their backqrarnd, responsibilities, career ard

retirement plans, compensation, benefits ard attitudes about their jobs

ard various academic issues.

'Ihe U.S. Deparunent of Education corducted their national survey of

faculty including full ard part-time faculty in two ard fair year

institutions in the United States. 'Ihe data collection was completed in

October 1988 ard data tapes made available for public use in Smmumer

1989. 'Ihe U.S. Department of Education have been instrumental in

providing documentation, survey instruments, and final data summaries

and tapes to complete this study.
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'I‘he
national survey includes three separate questionnaires

appropriate for faculty, department chairpersons, ard institutions.

'Ihe questionnaire lengths are twenty-five pages for faculty, seventeen

pages for department chairpersons, ard nine pages for the institutions.

'Ihe institutional ard department questionnaire inquired

about additional policies ard practioes that affect faculty.

The pilot study of the three questionnaires was corducted from July

through October, 1987. 'Ihe sample for üxe pilot study included 103

institutions in which 62 instibational reprwesentatives, 62 department

chairpersons, ard 354 faculty were rardomly selected for the study. The

pilot study had two sections, one a traditional mailing with no on site

coordinators ard the secord with on site coordinators designated. 'Ihe

response rate for the pilot increased significantly for the faculty from

55% to 78% with the on site coordinators. 'I‘here was no significant

difference for the other respordents. 'Ihe overall return rate for both

sections of the pilot included 80% institutional representatives, 86%

department chairpersons, ard 68% facuJ.ty. 'Ihe participation rate for

the institutions was 95% with 93% contributing a list of faculty.

'Ihe NSOPF oonducted from April through October, 1988, sampled 430

administrators, 3,029 Department chairpersons, ard 11,013 faculty. 'Ihe

extension of the deadline for completion of the study, from August to

October 1988, increased the faculty response rate. Using the site

ooordinators, faculty non-respordents were oontacted as üuey returned to

their campuses for the Fall semester. 'Ihe ooordjnators were sent repeat

questionnaires for faculty in August. Finally, during the last month of
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the survey period, a telephone interview was attempted with those

members of the faculty sample that had not resporded. The final

response rates were 424 (88%), institutions, 2,423 (80%), department

chairpersons, ard 8,382 (76%) faculty.

'Ihe questionnaires were processes by a contractor for the U.S.

Department of Education, the Stanford Research Institute International

(SRI International). When preparing the data tapes from the

questionnaires, SRI weighted the responses from data provided by the

U.S. Department of Education. The data tapes were submitted to the

statistical department at the U.S. Department of Education for

verification before release to the public. 'Ihe documentation, prepared

by SRI, that accompanies the tapes identifies the coding and the

statistical package used for its configuration.

'Ihis study used the data base from the faculty response tape

provided by the US Department of Education. The frequency

distributions, weighted and unweighted, were also used to verify ard

augment the findings in this study.

Threats to Validigg

'Ihe potential threats to the internal ard external validity of the

data from this study include history, the measuring instrument,

mortality, ard the reactive effects of the experimental procedures.

The events occurring in the United States frau April through

October 1988 could influence the internal validity due to the threat of

history on the subjects. 'Ihe negative response of higher education to
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both the Reagan administration policies and to Secretary of Education,

William Bennett, could affect the response of faculty to a survey from

the Department of Education. The influence of the events of the summer

of 1988, a national presidential election year, could also alter the

responses of respondents to a stmdy from a federal government agency.

Irdividuals might not respord to a government survey the way they would

to a private sector survey. Sana of the influencing events of the

Spring of 1988 that reflect negatively on the government are the Iran-

Oontra scandal ard the investigation of Department of Defense insider

information on grants ard contracts. Reaction to these ongoing

i.nvestigations ard gcvernmental criticism of higher education, may

influence willingness and openness in response.

A second threat to internal validity is the nature of the measuring

instrument and the time frame selected for the study. The faculty

survey questionnaire was twenty—five pages long, requiring an estimated

one to two hours to complete. The effect of such a long questionnaire

on faculty with limited time ard motivation could effect the internal

validity due to the fatigue experienced while completing it. The timing

of the survey for faculty ard administrators at the erd of the Spring

term and during the Summer could bias the return of the questionnaire.

The greatest bias would occur i.n the faculty survey as most faculty are

on 9.5 or 10 month contracts. The potential for data loss during the

period of the study could bias the sample in urder-repräenting or

over—representing segments of the faculty population. If faculty

received the survey during the busy erd of semester time frame ard did
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not complete it until after the semester concluded, the response would

be overrepresented by faculty that have summer contracts for research

grants or administrative responsibilities. Additional bias could occur

due to the increased chance of different longitudinal lapses in two time

periods. The study exterded over what is traditicnally two different

fiscal years in academia, FY88 ard FY89. 'Hne pattern of response for

all three questionnaires, faculty, department chairpersons ard

administrators, could be different if the respordent cozrpleted the

questionnaire in April or September.

'Ihe third threat to internal validity is the mortality of the

participants due to non—response. If the non—respondents were of a

unique characteristic, type, or philosophy then the respondent sample

would not be a true representative sauple of the population. 'Ihe

attempt to contact non-respordents should have helped to identify some

characteristics of the non-respondents to determine that they were

homogeneous with the respordent sample.

The major threat tc external validity is Une reactive effects of the

survey procedures. 'Ihe sum of the threats to internal validity related

to Une process of the survey could bias Une representativeness of Une

findings to the population, Une faculty in higher education in the U.S.

However, the faculty sample is sufficiently large, 11,013, ard had a 76%

response rate which should provide reliable data for Unis faculty

incentive study.
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Research Methodolgy

The study corducted used the data from the National Survey of

Postsecordary Faculty (NSOPF) in American colleges ard universities

conducted April through October 1988 by the Center for Education

Statistics of the U.S. of Education. A copy of the faaxlty

questionnaire frm the U.S. Department of Education is in Appendix A.

'Ihe survey includes a randcm sample of full and part time faculty in

institutions of higher education. From the responding faculty sample in

the NSOPF, a systematic sample was selected of 712 full time faculty

which comprise this study. The use of the data tapes supplied by die US

Department of Education classifies the methodology used as secordary

analysis of an existing study.

The preparation of data files for the researcher doing secordary

analysis is delineated by Fortune ard McBee (1984). 'Ihe complexity of

data file preparation from existing data base deperds on the condition

of the primary data base and on the design of the secordary analysis.

'Ihe data tapes are accoxrpanied by basic formatting information ard

technical documentation. 'Ihe technical documentation includes necessary

details on tape content, file organization, lists of variables, coding

for variables ard format for the data. Often the documentation does not

i.nclude important information on data abnormalities or missing data.

Additional design requirements that charge the unit of analysis of the

primary data file require special file preparation (p.30) .

The condition of the data base, proved to be acceptable once some of

the initial problems of articulation between the tapes and computer
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system were resolved. 'Ihe documentation included information about how

data abnormalities, missing data ard imputations were flagged on the

tapes. 'Ihe researcher in this study received the raw data tapes for all

three components of NSOPF. In addition, t.he researcher used the

documentation as follows: Institutional Questionnaire Descriptive

Report, Questionnaire Data File, Weighted ard Unweighted Frequencies,

ard Weighted by Strata; Department Chairperson Descriptive Report,

Questionnaire Data File, ard Weighted ard Unweighted rrequencies:

Faculty Questionnaire Descriptive Report, Questionnaire Data File, ard

Unweighted ard weighted Frequency Distributions. This documentation

assisted in the Verification of firdings to other relevant components in

the NSOPF. 'Ihe computer statistical package, SPSS-X, used in

oonjunction with the data base for the sample provided the calculations

for the statistical analysis. The study used frequency distributions

ard cross tabs to develop the job satisfaction irdex from the twenty-

nine subquestions in question 19 ard the other selected questions frau

the NSOPF faculty questionnaire.

'Ihe NSOPF study used stochastic imputations to complete

questionnaire items that had missing data. 'Ihis was done using üxe

response to the omitted item by another faculty member who matched the

respordent on several demographic parameters. 'Ihe parameters used

included the following: employment status, tenure status, rank, gerder,

mihority/non—mihority status, program area, ard institutional stratum.

If no faculty matched on all these criteria, the categories were

oollapsed beginning with the last listed category. The data file
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included the flagged identifiers for all imputed responses. In

selecti.ng the sample for the study, those that had imrputed responses for

question 19 were not selected, providi.ng only original data in the study

sample.

Research Qestions and Defini.tions

Using the data for this sample, a job satisfaction index was

developed using question 19 which has twenty—nine subquestions to

answer the following research questions:

What incentives are related to job satisfaction for full time

faculty in postsecondary education?

1. Which categories of incentives relate to job satisfaction?

2. Are research incentives related to greater job satisfaction than

teachi.ng incentives?

3. Do the categories of incentive related to job satisfaction vary

with the type of institution?

4. Do die categories of incentive related to job satisfaction

change as faculty mature i.n the higher education system?

Definitions:

Job Related Incentives:

Teachi.ng (T): Seeks opportunities to teach, less pressure to

publish, fewer administrative responsibilities, more contact

hours with students and contact with better students.

Research (R): Prefers more time for research, smaller teaching

loads, better research facilities and rewards for publishing.
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Personal Incentives:

Academic Recognition (AR): Seeks opportxmities to work and

associate with better colleagues, scholarly reoognition, ard

status within the academic caumunity.

Family (F): Seeks opportunities in a better ccmmunity with

better schools, housing opportunities for their family, or

employment opportunities for spouse.

Financial Incentives:

Career Advancement (CA): Seeks career development through more

opportunity for administrative advanoement, more job security,

takingcoursesorpiirsuitofanadvanceddegree.

Higher Salary (HS): Seeks to maximize earnings from salary,

benefits, and opportunities for speaking ard consulting.

Used for this Stugg

Sample Selection:

The sample selected for this study came from the respondents to the

NSOPF faculty questionnaire. The responses in question 19 are central

to the analysis in this study. For this reason, the responses to

question 19 were oontrolled to be all original responses wiüi no

imputed data. Faculty that had imputed data for any of the 29

subquestions in question 19 were selected out before sampling. The

secord selection criteria was full time faculty. A 12%, SPSS—X ccmputer

generated, random sample yielded 712 full time faculty. The saxrple

selected was compared to the full time survey sample to determine its
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representativeness. Table 1 matches the full time xespondents, 6606,

with the study sample faculty, 712. 'Ihe full time faculty

characteristics matched the study sample characteristics within + or -

3%. 'Ihis match established the study sample as a representative one of

the full time faculty to the NSOPF.
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TABLE 1

(131*/IPARISON OF 'IHE STUDY GIUJ'P'S CHARACTERISTICS

WI'I‘H'IHOSEOFALLFULLT114EFAC1JI1I'YII‘I'I!~IESAMPIEZ

Full Time Study Sauple
n=6606 n=712

Characteristic 100% Q; 0; full-time faculgg

Rank
Dist. Prof & Prof 35.5% 35.8% (+0.3)
Assoc Prof 24.8% 26.5% (+1.7)
Asst Prof 22.3% 20.6% (-1.7)
Instructor & other 17.3% 17.0% (-0.3)

Gender
Male 72.2% 72.8% (+0.6)
Female 27.8% 27.2% (-0.6)

Race
Amer. Indian 0.8% 0.4% (-0.4)
Asian 3.6% 4.6% (+1.0)
Black 2.5% 2.5% ( 0)
White 93.0% 92.4% (-0.6)

Marital Status
Single 12.3% 11.1% (-1.2)
Married 75.8% 78.7% (+2.9)
Separated 1.3% 1.0% (-0.3)
Divorced 9.2% 8.4% (-0.8)
Widowed 1.4% 0.8% (-0.6)

Institutional Type
Priv/Pub Res & Doc 42.1% 41.0% (-1.1)
Priv/Pub Coup & L.A. 38.8% 37.2% (-1.6)
Priv/Pub 2 Yr 14.9% 17.3% (+2.4)
Other 4.2% 4.5% (+0.3)
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Coding Questions:

In preparation for the study, the twenty—r1ine sub-questions in

question 19 from the faculty questionnaire of NSOPF were coded to

irdicate die relationship to the incentive categories. 'Ihe coding was

verified by other faculty and administrators in a four year public and

private institution ard a two year public institution. The dete.rmi.na—

tion of the response for each answer is included in Table 2. 'Ihe

sample of the coding document distributed tc the educators for

verification is Appendix B.

'Ihe incentive categories provided a framework to examine question

19. From this coding, the sub-questions were seperated into the

irdicated incentive category. The incentive categories specified, job-

related, personal, and financial, provided the determination of their

relationship to job satisfaction as indicated in research question 1, 3

and 4. The sub—categories of research ard teaching provided the basis

for the comparison in research question 2.
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TABLE 2

CDDING VE.'RIFIQTION—FAC1JLII'Y QJESTIONNAIRE QUESTION #19

VERIF'IER= jl #2 #.3 #11
I'I'EM#

1 Q R\T R/T R
*2 Q Q Q Q
^3 AR T T T
^4 AR T T T

5 AR \ \ HS
6 Q AR Q T

*7 Q Q Q Q
*8 T T T T
^9 T R R R
*10 HS HS HS

E
HS

*11 HS HS HS HS
^12 Q HS HS F
*13 AR AR AR AR
^14 AR AR AR T
*15 AR AR AR AR
^16 AR AR AR Q
*17 AR AR AR AR
^18 AR AR AR Q
^19 H5 \ \ \
20 AR \ \ Q
21 Q T\R T\R AR

^22 AR T\R AR AR
*23 R R R R
*24 T T T T
^25 T T\R T T
^26 T 'I'\R T T\R
*27 R R R R
*28 F F F F
^29 AR \ \ \

24/29 AT LEAST 3 (1)NCIJR= 83%
*= all four agree (12)
^= three of four agree (12)
(# 19 and 29 uncoded, net included in categcries so 22 items used)
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Coding Relationships for Question 19: 1-29

Job Related Incentives:
Teaching- #3, 4, 8, 24, 25.
Research- # 9, 23, 27.

(#26 T\R)

Personal Incentives:
Academic Recognition- #13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 22.
Family· #28.

Financial Incentives:
Career t- #2, 7.
Higher Salary- #10, 11.

(#12 CA/HS)

Coding for Each Research Question:

The overall determination of job satisfaction for all sub-questions

in question 19 was calculated by combining the responses of very

satisfied and satisfied to one designation ard very dissatisfied and

dissatisfied to another frequency designation. The combined responses

is a more accurate picture of those irdicating a satisfied or

dissatisfied response. 'Ihis produced a scale which accurately describes

the patterns of response of the study sample.

There is no si.ngle criterion available or acceptable for

identification of job satisfaction or i.ncentive groupings. Job

satisfaction is composed of multiple variables which explain the

concept. To provide for construct validity in the identification of the

question groupings that constitute job satisfaction and i.ncentive

categories, interrelated itans on the survey were identified.

Discriminant validity provides for construct validity as an assxmrption

is made about the relationship of one itan either pcsitively or

negatively to a related item. One item should be pcsitively correlated
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with another item which alleges to relate to the same variable.

Discriminant validity is used in this study to relate items to support

construct validity (Payne, 1968, pp. 127-129).

'Ihe coding for research question one of this study combined the

questions for job related incentives, teaching ard research; personal

incentives, academic recognition ard family; and financial incentives,

career advancement ard higher salary, respectively into their identified

question groups so that each category yielded a mean for job

satisfaction.

The questions combined to create the category of job related

incentives are teaching ard research. 'Ihe items in the teaching

category are the following: #3-*Ihe auüiority I have to make decisions

about what courses I teach, #4-'Ihe authority I have to make decisions

about content ard methods in the courses I teach, #8-Time available for

work.ing with students as an advisor, mentor, etc, #24-Quality of

urdergraduate students whom I have taught here, ard #25-Quality of

graduate students whom I have taught here. The items in the research

category are the following: #9-Availability of support services ard

equipment (including clerical support, personal cauputers, etc.); #23-

Quality of my research facilities ard support; ard #27- Research

assistance that I receive. Itan #26, teaching assistance that I

receive, was included when using the combined category of job related

incentivä but not included in either teaching or research category

because the verifiers split the identification of this item between

teaching ard research.
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'Ihe questions combined to create the personal inoentives category

are academic rwognition and family. 'Ihe items in the academic

reoognition category include the following: #13-Overall reputation of

the institution, #14-institutional mi.ssion or philosophy; #15-Quality of

leadership in my department/program; #16-Quality of chief

administrative offioers at this campus; #17-Quality of my colleagues in

my department/program; #18-Quality of faculty leadership (e.g., Academic

Senate, Faculty Council) at this institution; and #22-Spirit of

cooperation among faculty at this institution. 'Ihe item that relates to

the family category is #28- gaouse employment opportunities in this

qwgraphic ¤r@¤·
'Ihe items combined to create the financial category include career

advancement and higher salary. 'Ihe iteus in the career advancement

category include the following: #2-My job security; and #7-opportunity

for my advancement at this institution. 'Ihe items in the higher salary

category include the following: #10-freedom to do outside consulting;

ard #11- My salary. An item included in the fi.nancial inoentives

category but was split between career advancanent ard higher salary was

#12-My benefits generally.

Research question two relati.ng the job satisfaction irdex to

researchandteachingusedthegr·o.1pedquestio1·1s forteachingand

research identified by the four coding verifiers. 'Ihe responses to

question 19 grouped sub-questions were further verified by the response

to question 21-If you were to leave this job to accept another position,

would you want to do more, less, or about the same amount of the
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following as you currently do?— #1-Research ard #2-'Ieaching. 'Ihe

assumption made is that if the faculty are satisfied with t.hei.r jobs in

the amount of teachi.ng or research that they do they would choose again

at least the sam amount of that activity in another position. 'Ihe

relationship to other related questions provided further data to support

the relationships identified in question 19 through discriminant

validity.

Research question three related the job satisfaction index to the

type of institution. 'Ihe institution variable was recoded to the

following categories: public ard private research ard doctoral granting

four year (categories 01-04 in NSOPF) to #1-four year doctoral; public

ard private comprehensive and liberal arts four year (categories 05-07

in NSOPF) to #2- four year oomprehensive/ liberal arts; ard public and

private two year (categories 08-09 in NSOPF) to #3- two year

institutions; ard all other institutional types (categories 10-12) to

#4- Other. 'Ihe chart relating types of institutions to job

satisfaction used the four identified groupings for institutions.

Further verification for job satisfaction with the type of institution

was determined by using responses to question 23b. gxestion 23b.

states: If you were to leave your current position, how likely is it

that you would do so to accept employment in: 1. Docboral granting

university or college; 2. Other four year university or college; ard 3.

'Iwo year postsecordary institution. 'Ihe assumption made is that if the

irdividual had a high degree of job satisfaction at the type of

institution in which they are presently employed, they woul.d respord to
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question # 23b: 1-3 that they would very likely accept employment at the

same type of institution where they are now errployed. 'Ihe relationship

to the other related questions in üxe study provides discri.minant

validity to the fi.ndings.

Research question four related the job satisfaction irdex to the

rank of the faculty. 'Ihe faculty ranks were grouped as follows:

named professor (categories 01-02 in NSOPF) to #1- full

professor; associate professor (category 03 in NSOPF) to #2-associate

professor; assistant professor (category O4 in NSOPF) to #3- assistant

professor; and instructor and other (categories 05-11 in NSOPF) to #4-

other. 'Ihe i.rdex was further verified through analysis of outside

questions #20 and #23 described above to provide discrimi.nant validity.

'Ihe methodology used for this study is the seoordary analysis of an

existing data base from the 1988 NSOPF. Question 19 with twenty-nine

sub-questions provide the foundation for the determination of job

satisfaction for full time faculty in higher education. 'Ihe twenty-ni.ne

items i.n question 19 were ooded into three inoentive categories, job

related, personal, ard financial. A sub—category of research ard

teaching was used for question 2, institutional type for question 3,

and rank for question 4. 'Ihe analysis used frequency, distribution of

mean, ard cross tabs to complete the study of the research questions.

Chapter 4 provides an analysis of the data derived from the methodology

described. 'Ihe sections of Chapter 4 relate to the research question

for this study.



CHAPJZER 4

ANAIXSIS OF 'IHE DATA

Introduction

'This chapter presents the findi.ngs of the study of job satisfaction

related to inoentive categories in a sample of full time faculty in

postsecordary education. 'Ihe first section relates die findings for

job satisfaction frcm the twenty nine item question 19 for we sample of

712. From these findings, the five highest irdicators may be said to

describe the greatest job satisfaction ard five lowest describe the

greatest dissatisfaction.

'Ihe secord section begins the discussion of the study questions.

'Ihe first question, which categories of incentives relate to job

satisfaction, is discussed using the three inoentive categories defined

for this study: job related, personal ard financial incentives. 'Ihe

results are verified by selected questions in the NSOPF related to

likelihood of job change.

The third section relates the secord question, comparing the job

satisfaction among those who indicate a preference for research or

teaching. The results are verified by selected subsequent questions in

the NSOPF related to preferences for research ard teaching.

The fourth section relates the third study question to the fi.rdi.ngs

of job satisfaction as measured for different types of institutions.

'Ihe results are verified by selected questions in the NSOPF related to

electing job change and choice of alternative institution.

53
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The fifth section uses the fourdu study question to identify if the

categories of incentives related to job satisfaction change as faculty ‘

mature in due higher education system. 'Ihe results are verified by

selected questions in the NSOPF relatirug the likelihood of job change to

faculty rank.

Section I- Job Satisfaction frun ggestion 19 NSOPF

'Ihis section examines job satisfaction items in question 19 from

the NSOPF to describe the five highest ranked items that irdicated job

satisfaction ard dissatisfaction for the study sample of full time

faculty. The categories of incentives related to job satisfaction are

the prime question in this study. Question 19 from the NSOPF has

twenty-nine sub-questions which provide a perspective on factors

identified iru which faculty are satisfied ard those in which they are

dissatisfied. Table 3 enumerates the data from question 19 for the

study sample including the number ard percent of those irdicating

satisfaction, dissatisfaction, ard does not apply. Refer to page 49 in

Quapter 3 for the description of the coding for this question. The

questions that were rated due highest in question 19 on job satisfaction

ard dissatisfaction provide a context in which due combined iterrs of

incentive categories are examined.

'Ihe full time faculty are most satisfied with due authority duey

have to make decisions about content a1·d meduods in the courses they

teach, Table 3. 'Ihe full time faculty räporded overwhelmingly as 677,

95.1%, indicated satisfaction widu duis item. 'Ihe positive response to
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this question is 9.2% higher than any of the other positive responses,

suggesting that the authority to make decisions about content and

methods in the courses they teach is important to faculty. 'Ihis

question supports academic freedan as leading to a high amount of job

satisfaction.

'Ihe second ranked item indicating job satisfaction is similar in

context to the first in supporting the kind of administrative decisions

faculty have in the courses they teach. 'Ihe full-time faculty sample

ranks the authority to make decisions about what courses they teach

second in job satisfaction with 612, 85.9%, i.ndicating satisfaction with

this item.

'Ihe next three items ranked high for job satisfaction were close

together in the percent indicating job satisfaction. 'Ihe fuJ.l—time

faculty sample ranked the job overall third with 598, 84%, indicating

satisfaction with this item. 'Ihe fourtdm ranked item for job

satisfaction is job äurity with 585, 82.1%, indicating satisfaction

with this item. 'Ihe fifth ranked item for job satisfaction is t.he

quality of colleagues wiüi 577, 81.1%, indicating satisfaction with this

item. 'Ihe top five ranked items stand apart frau the rest of the items

that indicate satisfaction in question 19. 'Ihere is a 5.7% difference

between the top five and the sixth ranked item.

None of the dissatisfaction indicated in the response to the items

exceeds 50% of the full time faculty. 'Ihe full-time faculty sample is

most dissatisfied with the relationship between administration and

faculty at their institutions with 329, 46.2% respondi.ng with
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dissatisfaction to this item. The second iten that had the highest

dissatisfaction level relates to the first item in indicating the

dissatisfaction of faculty with administration. The quality of the

chief admi.nistrative officer at this campus ranked second with 318,

44.6%, i.ndicati.ng dissatisfaction with this item 'Ihis ranking is

consistent with the item ranked first in that the chief administrative

officer is part of the strained relationship with tion. 'Ihe

third iten that had the highest dissatisfaction level is the one most

commonly cited as causing dissatisfaction. 'Ihe salary of full time

faculty ranked third with 314, 44.1%, indicating dissatisfaction wit.h

this item The full-time faculty sample ranked the quality of research

facilities and support at their institution as fourth i.n

dissatisfaction with 310, 43.6%, indicating dissatisfaction with this

item 'Ihe fifth ranked iten was the interdeparunental cooperation at

their institution with 285, 40%, indicati.ng dissatisfaction.

The job satisfaction index of 2.91 relates positively to the

answers of the sample to question 20-3: D.1ring the next three years, how

li.kely is it that you will leave this job to do the following? 3-seek or

accept a (different) full—time job. 'Table 4 indicates the response to

question 20-3.
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TABLE 3

JOB SATISFACTION FOR FULL:-TIME FACIJLTY

Question 19 NSOPF

Study Sample = 712

Satisfied Dissatisfied D/A

Item
_l3_

n % n 5

1. My work load 498 69.9 209 29.4 5 .7
2. My job security 585 82.1 117 16.5 10 1.4
3. 'Ihe authority I have to 612 85.9 91 12.7 9 1.3

make decisions about
what courses I teach

4. The authority I have to 677 95.1 32 4.4 3 .4
make decisions about
content and methods in
the courses I teach

5. 'Ihe authority I have to 531 74.5 165 23.2 16 2.2
make decisions about
other (non-instructional)
aspects of my job

6. 'Ihe mix of teaching, 492 69.1 191 26.8 29 4.1
research, administration,
ard service (as
applicable) that I am
required to do

7. Opportunity for my 431 60.5 179 25.1 102 14.3
advancement in rank at
this institution

8. Time available for 537 75.4 165 23.2 10 1.4
working wiüz students as
an advisor, mentor, etc.

9. Availability of support 433 60.9 276 38.7 3 .4
services ard equipment
(including clerical support,
personal computers, etc.)

10. Freedom to do outside 498 69.9 61 8.6 153 21.5
consulting

11. My salary 395 55.5 314 44.1 3 .4
12. My benefits, generally 517 72.6 189 26.5 6 .8
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TABLE 3, CONTINUED

Satisfied Dissatisfied Q/A
Item n % n § n %

13. Overall reptation of 515 72.4 196 27.5 1 .1
institution

14. Institutional mission or 503 70.7 200 28.1 9 1.3
phj-1¤s<>phy

15. Quality of leadership in 473 66.4 231 32.5 8 1.1
my department/program

16. Quality of chief 386 54.2 318 44.6 8 1.1
adinistrative officers
at this camps

17. Quality of colleagues in 577 81.1 131 18.4 4 .6
my department/program

18. Quality of faculty 457 64.2 231 32.5 24 3.4
leadership (e.g.,
Academic Senate,
Faculty Council) at
this institution

19. Quality of union 158 22.2 72 10.1 482 67.7
leadership at this
institution

20. Relationship between 374 52.5 329 46.2 9 1.3
adinistration and
faculty at this
institution

21. Interdepartnental 418 58.7 285 40 9 1.3
cooperation at this
institution

22. Spirit of cooperation 480 67.4 229 32.1 3 .4
among faculty at this
institution

23. Quality of my research 308 43.3 310 43.6 94 13.2
facilities and suport

24. Quality of umdergraduate 423 59.4 252 35.4 37 5.2
students whom I have
taught here

25. Quality of graduate 309 43.4 101 14.2 302 42.4
students whm I have
taught here

26. Teaching assistance that 293 41.2 201 28.3 218 30.6
I receive

27. Research assistance that 210 29.5 230 32.3 272 38.2
I receive

28. Spouse employment 343 48.2 138 19.4 231 32.4
opportunities in this °

geographic area
29. My job here, overall 598 84 113 15.9 1 .1
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The assumption in the verification to question 20-3 is that if a

facuJ.ty member is job satisfied they would not likely seek employment

elsewhere. 'Ihe job satisfaction index is verified by the responses in

question 20-3 ('I‘able 4) in which those faculty that are not at all

likely to seek employment at a different job; 370, 52%, have a mean of

3.07 which is +.16 above the overall mean for me saxrple. Faculty that

responded they are scmewhat likely to accept a different full—time job;

219, 30.8%, have a mean of 2.83 which is -.08 below the mean for the

sample. 'Ihose that indicated that they would very likely seek

employment elsewhere; 123, 17.3%, have a mean of 2.57 which is -.34

below the overall mean for the sample. 'These findings in question 20-3

provides discriminant validity to the findings in question 19.

TABLE 4

SATISFACTION INDEX BY LEAVE THIS JOB FOR

A DIFFERENT FULL TIME JOB

(QUESTION 20-3)

B2.¤.22e M22 .......S¤d-Dev- .4+-Mean.

Not at all likely 3.07 .48 370 52 +.16

Somewhat likely 2.83 .45 219 30.8 -.08

Very likely 2.57 .50 123 17.3 -.34

Overall mean 2.91 .51 712 100
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Section 2 - Incentive Categories Related to Job Satisfication

'Ihe first research question for this study is the following: which

categories of inoentives relate to job satisfaction. 'Ihe oombined items

on question 19 into inoentive categories are described in Chapter 3 page

49 ard verified by outside verifiers as irdicated in table 2 on pages

47-48 of Chapter 3. The mean ard stardard deviation for each inoentive

category is presented in Table 5. 'Ihe scale used 1-4 oonsistent with

that used in question #19, with 1, very dissatisfied, 2, somewhat

dissatisfied, 3, somewhat satisfied ard 4, very satisfied. The highest

mean for job satisfaction is the financial inoentives category with a

mean of 3.01 and stardard deviation of .65, +.1 above overall mean. The

next highest mean for job satisfaction is the job related inoentives

category with a mean of 2.95 ard a standard deviation of .53, +.04 above

overall mean. 'Ihe lowest mean for job satisfaction is the personal

inoentives category with a mean of 2.87 ard a stardard deviation of .61,

-.04 below the overall mean.
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TABLE 5

JOB SATISFACTION FOR 1lNCENI‘IVE CATEEORIES

_Mg_an Std. Dev. +g-Mean

Financial 3.01 .65 +.10

Job Related 2.95 .53 +.04

Personal 2.87 .61 -.04

Overall Mean 2.91 .51
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Section 3 - Research ard 'I*ea' Incentives Related to Job Satisfaction

@L¢L¢

The second question for üre study asks whether research incentives

relate to greater job satisfaction than teaching incerrtives. The job

related incentive category is carposed of the teaching ard research

incentive components. The coding for the two separate components are

in Chapter 3 pages 50-51. 'Ihe job satisfaction index for the questions

relating to teaching has a mean of 3.19 with a stardard deviation of

.49. The job satisfaction index for the questions relating to research

has a mean of 2.58 with a stardard deviation of .85. 'Ihe job

satisfaction for teaching is +.28 above the mean ard job satisfaction

for research is -.33 below the mean for the whole of question 19. Fran

these questions, there is greater indication of job satisfaction among

full time faculty for teaching than research.

To provide for validity of the firdings fran question 19, the

researchardteadringscaleswerecarparedtottxeresponsesinquestion

21-1 ard 2 respectively. Question 21 states: If you were to leave this

job to accept anoürer position, would you want to do more, less, or

about the same amount of each of the following as you currently do? 1.

Research, 2. Teaching.

In comparing question 21-1 to the researdr scale fran question 19

(Table 6), the greatest number, 383, 54%, of the faculty that want to

leave this job to accept another position want to do more research than

they currently do. As might be expected, these faculty have the lowest

job satisfaction irdex, 2.4, -.18 below the mean, ccarpared to others on

the research scale.
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'Ihe number of faculty that would like to have the same amount of

research as they presently have is 278, 39%, with a mean of 2.8, +.22

abovetheuxeanfortheresearchscale. Themzmberthatwould liketo

have less research than they presently have is 50, 7%, with a mean of

2.82, +.24 above the mean for the research scale. 'Ihose either

indicating they want the same amount or less research are more satisfied

with the amount of research they currently do.

TABLE 6

RESEARC}·ISC1ALEBYAMOUNI‘0FRE“.5EARC1-IDESIRED

(Question 21-1)

Mean ..4+- Mean

More of this 2.4 383 54 -.18

Same amount 2.8 278 39 +.22

Less of this 2.82 50 7 +.24

Research Scale Overall Mean: 2.58 Std Dev: .85 n = 711

(one missing observation)

These oomparisons were further investigated by identifying the

preference for research by institutional type. Institutional type coding

is explained in Chapter 3 pages 51_—52. 'Ihe assumption for looking at

the type of institution is that the faculty in the doctoral institution
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would want more and those in two year institutions would want less

research.

Table7presentstheresearchscalebyamo1mtofresearct1desi.red

by type of institution from the data of question 21-1. For all three

institutional types, those that have the highest mean for job

satisfaction on the research scale want either the "same amount" or

"less of this" when leaving their institaition ard looking for another

position. 'Ihose that have the lcwest mean for satisfaction on the

research scale want "more of this" if looking for another position.

'Ihe highest mean, 2.83, for the "same amount" on the research scale

for four year doctoral institution faculty was chosen by 123, 42%. and

the next highest for "less of this", 2.69, chosen by 19, 7%. Faculty

with the lowest mean, 2.5, with 150, 51% of the faculty i.rdicate they

want "more of this".

Faculty that have the highest mean on the research scale at four

year comprehensive/liberal arts institutions irdicate the "same amount",

2.55, 86, 32%, ard "less of this", 2.68, 13, 5%. Faculty with the

lowest mean irdicate "more of this", 2.27, 166, 63%.

The two year colleges are oonsistent in pattern to the four year

colleges with the highest mean for the research scale 3.09, with 54, 44%

selecting the "same amount" of research. 'Ihose selecting "less of

this", 16, 13%, had a mean of 3.07. 'Ihe lowest mean, 2.45, for the two

year institution faculty was for "more of this" with 52, 43% irdicati.ng

this response.
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More t.han half of the faculty in four year doctoral, 51%, and four

year comprehensive/liberal arts, 63%, want more research if seeking

another full time job. However, the mean on the research scale is die

lowest for those at the four year doctoral, 2.5, ard the four year

oauprehensive/liberal arts, 2.27, for "more of this".

TABLE 7

RESEARCH SCALE BY AMJUNT OF RESEARCH DESIRED

BY TYPE OF INSTI'IUTION

(Question 21-1)

4 Yr. Doct. 4 Yr. Comp./LA 2 Yr.

Mean ä % Mean if % Mean ä %

More of this 2.5 150 51 2.27 166 63 2.45 52 43

Same amount 2.83 123 42 2.55 86 32 3.09 54 44

Less of this 2.69 19 7 2.68 13 5 3.07 16 13

Overall Mean: 2.58 Std Dev: .85 n=711 (one missing observation)

Whenexaminingtheresearduscalebyaxxxoxmtofresearchdesiredby

rank in Table 8, the highest peroentage of faculty across all ranks want

more research. 'Ihey consistently have the lowest satisfaction scores on

the research scale as follows: full professors, 143, 56%, with a mean

of 2.5; associate professors, 89, 47%, with a mean of 2.23; ard

assistant professors, 94, 64%, with a mean of 2.3. Faculty that want
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the "same amount" of research have a job satisfaction irdex on the

research scale as follows: full professors, 103, 40%, with a mean of

2.8; associate professors, 80, 42%, with a mean of 2.79; ard assistant

professors, 43, 29%, with a mean of 2.7.

Ve.ry few faculty irdicated that they wanted less research,

however, for this group the research satisfaction irdex is higher Uian

those irdicating they want more research. The small numbers make it

difficult to draw oonclusions about the items. The results are the

following: full professors, 9, 4%, with a mean of 2.7, associate

professors, 20, 11%, with a mean of 2.64, ard assistant professors, 10,

7%, with a mean of 3.05. So, overall those who would want to do more

research in a new position are the least satisfied with their current

research activities.

TABLE 8

RESEARCHSC1AlEBYAMDUNTOFRESEARG{DESIREDBYRANK

(Question 21-1)

Full Prof. Assoc. Prof. Asst. Prof.

Me..a.¤._£;’6. iwläat. 1:@._#+L
More of this 2.5 143 56 2.23 89 47 2.3 94 64

Same amount 2.8 103 40 2.79 80 42 2.7 43 29

Less of this 2.7 9 4 2.64 20 11 3.05 10 7

Researchscalemean=2.58 StdDev= .84 n=712
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In oomparing question 21-2 to the teaching scale from question 19,

(Table 9), the greatest number, 417, 58% of faculty that want to leave

their jobs would choose the sam amount of teaching as they currently

do. These faculty also have the highest job satisfaction man on the

teaching scale at 3.27 and are +.08 above the man, oompa.red to others

on the teachi.ng scale.

The number of faculty that would like to have more teaching than

they presently have is 58, 8%, with a mean of 3.1, -.09 below the man

on the teaching scale. 'Ihe number that would li.ke less teachi.ng 237,

33% with a mean of 3.08, -.11 below the man on the teaching scale.

TABLE 9

'I‘EACJ—m~IG SCALE BY AMOUNT OF TEAGIING DESIRED

(Question 21-2)

ELF? _.L zttman
More of this 3.1 58 8 -.09

Same amount 3.27 417 59 +.08

Less of this 3.08 237 33 -.11

Teaching Scale Mean = 3.19 Standard Deviation = .49 n = 712

When examining the teachi.ng scale by the amotmt of teaching desired

by type of institution, table 10, a very small number of faculty, 58,
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8%, of the total saxrple of 712 irdicate they want more The

results of the teaching scale by if teaching reflect the following for
i

"more of this": the faculty at fair year doctoral institutions, 25, 9%,

with a mean of 2.94; fazr year ccx¤pr·eI1e1'1sive/liberal arts, 20, 8%, with

a mean of 3.23; ard two year, 12, 10%, with a mean of 3.12. 'Ihe

teaching satisfaction index for fair year doctoral is the lowest for

irdicating "more of this". In both fa1r year oaxprehensive/ liberal

arts ard two year institutions the mean for "more of this" is seoord

highest.

'Ihe highest peroent of faculty across all three types of

institutions irdicate that they want the same amount of teaching. 'Ihese

faculty also had the highest mean score on the teachi.ng satisfaction

scale as follows: four year doctoral institution faculty, 177, 61%, with

a mean of 3.26; four year comprehensive/liberal arts faculty, 131, 49%,

with a mean of 3.25; and two year i.nstitution_ faculty, 82, 67%, with a

mean of 3.31.

Faculty that indicate they want "less of this" had satisfaction

means that varied across the institutional types. Four year doctoral

faculty, 90, 31%, with a mean of 3.15, fa1r comprehensive/liberal arts

faculty, 114, 43%, with a mean of 3.08, ard two year faculty, 29, 24%,

with a mean of 2.81. The fair year doctoral faculty mean for "less of

this" is the seoord lowest, 3.15, for this type of institution. Faculty

in fair year oomprehensive/ liberal arts ard two year institutions have

the lowest mean of the teaching scale for "less of this," 3.08 ard 2.81,

respectively.
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TABLE 10

TEACHING SCALE BY AMGUNT OF TEACHING DESIREID

BY TYPE OF 11·ISTI‘IU'I'ION

(Question 21-2)

4 Yr. Doct. 4 Yr. Comp./LA 2 Yr.

Mean if % Mean jf % Mean # %

More of this 2.94 25 9 3.23 20 8 3.12 12 10

Same amount 3.26 177 61 3.25 131 49 3.31 82 67

Less of this 3.15 90 31 3.08 114 43 2.81 29 24

Teaching Scale Mean = 3.19 Std Dev = .49 n = 712

When examining the teaching scale by the amount of teaching desired

by faculty rank, Table 11, a small mmber, 15, of the full professors

indicate they want more teaching. The full professors in this group

have the highest teaching satisfaction i.rdex, 3.37. The associate

professors, 16, 9%, and assistant professors, 12, 8%, indicate they want

more teaching but have the lowest teaching satisfaction man at 3.01 ard

2.94, respectively. The majority of the faculty want the sam amount or

less teaching. Those wanting "sam amount" of teaching are as follows:

full professors, 139, 55%, with a man of 3.33; the associate

professors, 105, 57%, with a man of 3.26; and the assistant

professors, 90, 61%, with a man of 3.2. Those that i.rdicate they

prefer "less of this" included the following: full professor, 101, 40%,
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with a mean of 3.18; associate professor, 66, 35%, with a mean of 3.07;

and assistant professor, 45, 31%, with a mean of 3.03.

TABLE 11

TEACdINGSCAlEBYAt·¤JN'I‘0FTEAGmJGDESIREDBYRANK

(Question 21-2)

Full Prof. Assoc. Prof. Asst. Prof.

Mean { % Mean if % Mean ä %

More of this 3.37 15 6 3.01 16 9 2.94 12 8

Same amount 3.33 139 55 3.26 107 57 3.20 90 61

less of this 3.18 101 40 3.07 66 35 3.03 45 31

Teaching Scale Mean = 3.19 Std Dev = .49 n = 712
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Section 4 - Incentive Cagories Q Institutional ggg

The priority of incentive category does not charge when examined by

institutional type. The financial incentive category has the highest

job satisfaction index for each of the three institutional types (Table

12) with 3.0 at four year doctoral, 2.96 at fazr year

canprehensive/liberal arts, ard 3.08 at two year institutions.
‘

The secord highest ranked category is the jd: related incentive

category. For the four year doctoral institutions the index is 2.99 ard

for the four year ccmprehensive/liberal arts institutions it is 2.86.

The two year institutions rank job related ard personal incentives

categories equally at 2.99. The fair year doctoral ard fair year

comprehensive/liberal arts rank personal incentives lowest at 2.82 ard

2.84, respectively.

when comparing the mean for each institutional type to the mean for

the whole study on each incentive category, the two year college faculty

irdicate job satisfaction above the mean on all three categories of

incentives as follows: +.07 for financial, +.04 for job related, ard

+.12 for personal incentives. The fair year doctoral faculty irdicate

job satisfaction above the mean on job related i.ncentives at +.04, below

the mean on financial at -.01, ard personal at -.05. The fair year

comprehensive/liberal arts faculty irdicate job satisfaction below the

mean in all three categories as follows: financial, -.05; job related, -

.09; ard personal, -.03.

To prove the validity of the firdings of job satisfaction by

institutional type, the job satisfaction index is carpared to question
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20-3, how likely are you to leave for a different full time job during

the next three years. Table 13 presents the findings relating table 4,

question 20-3 by institutional type. Faculty at all three types of

institutions responded with the highest peroentage that üxey were "not

at all likely" to leave for another full tina position during the next

three years. Faculty indicated "not at all likely" as follows: four

year doctoral institutions, 142, 48.6%; four comprehensive/liberal arts

colleges, 140, 52.8%; and two year schools, 70, 56.9%. Faculty

indicated that they would be "somewhat likely" to leave as follows: four

year doctoral, 90, 30.8%; four year comprehensive/liberal arts, 79,

29.8%; and two year, 39, 31.7%.

Those that chose the option “very likely" were the lowest percent of

faculty as follows: four year doctoral, 60, 20.5%; four year

comprehensive/liberal arts, 46, 17.4%; ami two year, 14, 11.4%.

'Ihese findings provide discriminant validity that the highest

peroent of faculty in all types of institutions are not likely to leave

in the next three years which supports the job satisfaction findings

across all types of institutions.
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TABLE 12

JOB SATISFACI'ION INDEX BY INCENTIVE CATEXSORIES

AND INSTI'IUI‘IONAL TYPE

Egg Incentive _M;_an Std Dev __#_ +g-MEZAN

4 Y1? Doct: Financial 3.00 .69 291 -.01

Job Related 2.99 .51 292 +.04

Personal 2 . 82 . 59 292 -. 05

4 Y1: Comp/LA: Financial 2.96 .63 265 -.05

Job Relate 2.86 .54 265 -.09

Personal 2.84 .64 265 -.03

2 Yr: Financial 3.08 .62 122 +.07

Job Related 2.99 .54 123 +.04

Personal 2.99 .56 123 +.12

Overall: Financial 3 . 01 . 65 710

Job Related 2.95 .53 712

Personal 2.87 .61 712

('Iwo missing cases in financial incentive)
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'TABLE 13

HOW LIKELY WILL IEAVE FOR DIFFEREN'I‘ FULL-TIME JOB
I

IIJRDIG 'H-IE NEXT TI-IREE YEARS BY DISTI'1UI'IONAL TYPE

(Question 20-3)

4 Yr. Doct. 4 Yr. Oarp. 2 Yr.

_#_l%.. il; .£... .%.

Not at all Li.kely 142 48.6 140 52.8 70 56.9

Somewhat Likely 90 30.8 79 29.8 39 31.7

Very Likely 60 20.5 46 17.4 14 11.4

To determine discriminant validity to the question of job

satisfaction of full time faculty by institutional type (Table 14), die

frequency that faculty at institutions would seek employment at a

similar institution was examined. The data fran question 23:b-1, "if

you were to leave your current position, how likely is it that you would

do so to: accept employment in: doctoral granting university or

oollege", is used. 'Ihe assumption for the ocmparison is that faculty

that are job satisfied will choose again the sam institutional type

when seeking employment. From the faculty in four-year doctoral

institutions, 199, 62.8%, would "very likely" seek employment in a

similar institution. Those that indicated "scmewhat likely" numbered

63, 21.6% and "not at all likely" numbered 30, 10.3%.
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The four year comprehensive/liberal arts institutions are quite

evenly split in their indication of a charge to a four year doctoral

institution. 'Ihey indicate their preferenoes as follows: "very likely"

93, 35.1%; "somewhat likely" 98, 37%; and "not at all 1ike1y" 74,

27.9%.

Faculty in two—year institutions indicate that they are less likely

to choose a doctoral institution. 'Ihe firxding for the two year

institutions include the following: "not at all likely" 78, 63.4%;

"somewhat li.ke1y" 35, 28.5%; and "very likely" 10, 8.1%.

TABLE 14

IF LEAVE GJRRENT POSITION, HCM LIKELY VXJULD AOCEPT

EMPLOYMENT IN DOCIORAL INSTITUTION BY TYPE OF INSTI'I‘UTION

(Question 23:b-1)

Yr. Doct. 4 Yr. Ocmp./LA 2 Yr.

..i.._L _#;T jl;.

Not at all Likely 30 10.3 74 27.9 78 63.4

Scmewhat Likely 63 21.6 98 37 35 28.5

Very Likely 199 68.2 93 35.1 10 8.1
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To continue to determine discriminant validity to the question of

job satisfaction of full tina faculty by institutional type, the data

from question 23:b-2 was examined (Table 15). Qaestion 23:b-2 states:

"if yC11 were to leave your current position, how li.kely is it that you

would do so to: accept employment in: other four year university or

college". 'Ihe assumption for this comparison is the sana as for 23:b-1

that faculty that are job satisfied will choose again U16 sana

institutional type when seeking employnant.

Faculty at four-year comprehensive or liberal arts mrmbering 149,

56.2%, are "very likely" to seek enployment at a similar institution.

Those that indicate "scnawhat likely" were 85, 32.1% ard "not at all

likely" were 31, 11.7%. 'Ihis is consistent with U16 preference for the

institutional environment in which faculty are presently working.

'Ihe four year doctoral faculty answered equally across all option to

U1is question as U16 four year conprehensive/liberal arts did to the

question about the four year doctoral institution. 'Ihe four year

doctoral faculty answered as follows: "not at all li.kely'° 90, 30.8%;

"sornewhat likely" 102, 34.9%; ard "very lik6ly" 100, 34.2%.

The faculty in two year institutions irdicated a more negative

response to this question. 'Ihey answered as follows: "not at all

li.kely" 47, 38.2%; "somewhat likely" 55, 44.7%; ard "very 1i.kely" 21,

17.1%.
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TABLE 15

IF LEAVE GJRRENT POSITION, HCM LIKELY VDULD YOU ACCEPT EMPLOYMENT

D~Io1’1+1EZR4-YEARUNI\fERSI‘I'Y ORCDLLEEEBYTYPEOF INSTITUTION

(Question 23:b-2)

Yr. Doct. 4 Yr. Comp./LA 2 Yr.

.3.; ..3;. .3.;:

Not at all Likely 90 30.8 31 11.7 47 38.2

Somewhat Likely 102 34.9 85 32.1 55 44.7

Very Likely 100 34.2 149 56.2 21 17.1

To continue to determine discriminant validity bo the question of

job satisfaction of full time faculty by institutional type, the data

from question 23:b-3 was examined (Table 16). Question 23:b-3 states:

"if you were to leave your current position, how likely is it that you

wcmld do so to: accept employment in: two year postseoordary

institution". The assumption for this comparison is the same as for

23:b-1 and 2 that faculty that are job satisfied will choose again the

same institutional type when seeking employment.

'Ihe two year faculty irdicated that they would very likely choose a

two year institution again but not over 50% as did the other faculty

ccxupared in 23:b 1 ard 2. 'Iwo year faculty indicabed the following:

"very likely" 46, 37.4%; "somewhat likely" 43, 35%; ard "not at all

likely" 34, 27.6%.
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'Ihe four year doctoral faculty irdicated their preferences as

follcws: "not at all likely" 265, 90.8%; "somewhat likely" 23, 7.9%; and

"very likely" 4, 1.4%. This is the greatest percentage that irdicated a

choice on any of me three parts of this question examined to "not at

all li.kely".

'Ihe four year co.mprehensive/ liberal arts faculty paralleled the

four year doctoral in their answers. 'Ihey selected the following: "not

at all likely" 200, 75.5%; "scmewhat likely" 51, 19.2%; ard "very

1ixe1y•• 14, 5.3%.

TABLE 16

IF LEAVE CIJRRENT POSITION, HOW LIKEZLY WOULD YOU AOCEPT EMPLDYMEINT

IN OTHER 2—YEAR POST SECDNDARY INSTITU'I'ION BY TYPE OF INSTITUTION

(Question 23:b—3)

4 Yr. Doct. 4 Yr. Coup./LA 2 Yr.

41;. ..#_..$... .#

Not at all Likely 265 90.8 200 75.5 34 27.6

Scmewhat Likely 23 7.9 51 19.2 43 35.0

Very Likely 4 1.4 14 5.3 46 37.4
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Section 5 - Incentive Catgories Q Rank

This section uses the fourtdi research question to identify if the

categories of incentives related to job satisfaction change as faculty

mature in the higher education system. The results are verified to

question 20-3 which relates the likelihood of job change to faculty

rank. 'Ihe reooding for faculty rank is in Chapter 3 page 52.

'Ihe job satisfaction index is oompared to the inoentive categories

by rank to determine if faculty are more job satisfied in the higher

academic ranks. 'Ihe findings from this oauparison are präented in

Table 17. The mean on all three inoentive categories for full

professors are above the mean for job satisfaction. 'Ihe mean and

deviation for full professors are as follcws: financial, 3.24, +.23; job

related, 3.01, +.06; and personal 2.91, +.04.

The firdings for associate professor are all below the mean with

personal incentives being the farthest from the mean. 'Ihe mean and

deviation for associate professors are as follcws: financial, 2.93, —

.08; job related, 2.93, -.02; ard personal 2.74, -.13.

The findings for assistant professor are all below the mean with

financial incentives the farthest from the mean. 'Ihe mean ard

deviation for assistant professor are as follcws: financial, 2.86, -.15;

job related, 2.85, -.10; ard personal, 2.86, -.01.
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TABLE 17

JOB SATISEACTION INDEX BY INCENTIVE CATEGORY BY RANK

Rank Incentive Mean Std Dev _j_ +g-Mean

Full Prof: Financial 3.24 .61 255 +.23 .

Job Related 3.01 .53 255 +.06

Personal 2.91 .60 255 +.04

Assoc Prof: Financial 2.93 .63 189 -.08

Job Related 2.93 .49 189 -.02

Personal 2.74 .62 189 -.13

Asst Prof: Financial 2.86 .58 147 -.15

Job Related 2.85 .55 147 -.10

Personal 2.86 .60 147 -.01

Overall: Financial 3.01 .65 712

Job Related 2.95 .53 712

Personal 2.87 .61 712
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To provide discriminant validity to the irdication of job

satisfaction by rank an additional question is examined. Question 20-3

which states, "during the next three years, how likely is it that you

will leave this job to do the following? seek or accept a (different)

full—time job," is presented on Table 18. 'Ihe assxmption for using this

question to ascertain validity is that faculty higher in rank that are

job satisfied are less likely to seek or accept another full time job.

Full professors have the highest percent that relate that they are

not likely to leave for a different job in the next three years ard

assistant professors have the highest percent that indicate they will

very likely leave during the next three years. 'Ihe data for full

professors across all three answers are as follows: "not at all likely"

178, 69.8%; "somewhat likely" 55, 21.6%; "very likely" 22, 8.6%.

The associate professor presents the middle ground in the responses

tc this question. Their responses are as follows: "nct at all likely"

94, 49.7%; "somewhat likely" 71, 37.6%; ard "very likely" 24, 12.7%.

The assistant professor has the highest percent irdicating t.hat they

will very likely leave in the next three years. The data for associate

professor are as follows: "nct at all likely" 56, 38.1%; "scmewhat

likely" 58, 39.5%; "very likely" 33, 22.4%.
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TABLE 18

HOW LII<ELY WILL LEAVE FOR DIFFERENT FULL TIME JOB

IIIJRING THE NEXT 'IHREE YEARS BY RANK

(Question 20-3)

Full Prof. Assoc. Prof. Asst. Prof.

J; _# ä %

Not at all Likely 178 69.8 94 49.7 56 38.1

Somewhat Likely 55 21.6 7l 37.6 58 39.5

Very Likely 22 8.6 24 12.7 33 22.4

Chapter 4 includes the data from the study of inoentive categories

related to job satisfaction among full time postsecondary faculty in

higher education. 'Ihe three inoentive categories, financial, job

related, and personal, provided the structure in which to examine job

satisfaction at different types of institutions ard for faculty at

different ranks.

'Ihe conclusions ard tions that are derived frwom the data

in chapter 4 are in the subsequent chapter. Chapter 5 identifies the

relationship among the fi.rdings ard reflects than on the literature

reviewed as the basis for this study.



GIAPTER 5

CINCUJSIQIS AND ZNS

Introduction

The literature review in Chapter 2 provides the context in which the

findings fromthisstudyaspresentedinC11apter4ax*er*eflectedto

determine consistency and deviations from findings in previous studis.

C1'1apter5discussesthefourresearc11questionsardtJ·1efir1dirxgs

presented in Chapter 4. 'Ihis provides a basis for the conclusions about

the incentive categories related to job satisfaction for full time

faculty in postsecondary education. From the findings and conclusions,

tions and irrplications for further studies are identified.

'Ihe first section in this chapter relates the findings on overall

job satisfaction from question 19 of NSOPF.
'I‘he

overall job satisfaction

index is derived from the answers to question 19. This broad look at the

implications of the five highest ranked satisfaction and dissatisfaction

items is foundational to oombining the questions into incentive

categories.

'Ihe second section describes the implications of the first research

question identifying the categories of incentives that relate to job

satisfaction. 'Ihe incentive categories are used as the measure to

determine the relationship of subcategories, institutional type, and

different academic ranks to job satisfaction.
'

'Ihe third section associates the subcategories of job related

incentives, teaching ard research, to the job satisfaction index which

is the second research question. 'Ihe validity provided by the

83
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verification to institutional type and rank support the findings in

these subcategories.

'Ihe fourth section recounts the third research question using the

ranking of incentive categories when examined by institutional type.

Each of the three categories, financial, job related, ard personal,

provide a measure of job satisfaction ard are related to the overall

mean for each institutional type. 'Ihe validity to specific questions

indicate the preference of faculty for type of institution.

'Ihe fifth section associates the fourth research question to the

ranking of incentive categories by academic rank. Validity related to

whether faculty indicate that they have a preference for leaving provide

support for the job satisfaction determination.

The final section of this chapter assimilates the conclusions ard

provides implications ard tions for further study on incentive

categories related to job satisfaction for full time faculty in

postsecondary education.

Section 1-Job satisfaction from question 19 of NSOPF

'Ihis section presents the relationship of the findings of t.he top

five items irdicati.ng satisfaction ard dissatisfaction in the twenty—

nine job satisfaction items in question 19 fran the NSOPF to previous

research studies on job satisfaction.

'Ihe two items that had the highest irdicators of satisfaction were

the authority faculty have to make_ decisions abcmt content ard methods

in the courses they teach, 95.1%, ard authority to make decisions about
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courses they teach, 85.9%. 'Ihe similarity in these two highest ranked

items suggests that academic freedom ard authority to make decisions

about courses are key parameters for job satisfaction for faculty in

higher education. 'Ihe next three ranked items all relate to the

intrinsic or job-context factors in the faculty work experiences. 'Ihese

items are the following: the job overall, 84%, job security, 82.1%, ard

the quality of colleagues, 81.1%. 'Ihese firdings are supported by the

research of Willie ard Stecklein (1981), Bess (1982) ard Winkler (1982)

which identifies job satisfaction factors as the nature of the work

itself, autonomy, ard relations with others in the institution. 'Ihe

st.rength of the response to items irdicating job satisfaction is

greater than the response to iterrs irdicating job dissatisfaction. 'Ihe

conclusion drawn from these firding irdicates that full time faculty are

satisfied with their careers in general.

'Ihese firdings are consistent with firdings that support Herzbergs

theory of job satisfaction ard dissatisfaction among workers. 'Ihe

satisfaction ard dissatisfaction scales are not in opposition to each

other but are two scales each with distinct characteristics. 'Ihe two

items that had the highest dissatisfaction response were the

relationship between administration ard faculty at their institution,

46.2%, ard the quality of the chief administrative officer at this

campus, 44.6%. 'Ihe dissatisfaction with the relationship between

administration ard faculty is supported by Austin ard Gamson (1983) in

their description of the heightened tensions in higher education. 'Ihe

expectations of administration are changing in the 80's with more call
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for accountability ard assessment of outcomes which demarcates

administration from faculty and strains the relationships. 'Ihis is

supported by the findings of Anderson (1983) that faculty participation

in gcvernance at institutions of all types has declined over the last

ten years.

The item ranked third, salary, 44.1%, is most ccmmonly cited as

causing dissatisfaction. 'Ihis supports the findings by the Carnegie

Council (1980) ard Arderson (1983) that financial ccmpensation for

faculty is dropping in comparison to cost—of-living increases.

The fourth ranked item, the quality of research facilities ard

support at their institution, 40%, irdicated dissatisfaction. 'Ihis

concern is consistent with those identified by Iadd (1979) that lack of

equipment, budgetary, ard secretarial support are determinants of job

dissatisfaction.

The fifth ranked item was the interdepartmental cooperation at their

institution, 40%, i.rdicating dissatisfaction. 'Ihis firding as an

irdicator of job dissatisfaction is consistent with the firdings by

Anderson (1983) that faculty morale is declining with t.he major

contributing factor bei.ng discontent with the lack of involvmnent in

planning, governance, ard cxaoperation.

In summary, the factors identified by full time facilty as relating

to job satisfaction are consistent with previous studies in higher

education. 'Ihe factors identified as those i.ndicati.ng job

dissatisfaction are also consistent with more recent studies as

irdicators of job dissatisfaction. 'Ihe relationship between
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administration and faculty, quality of chief administrative offioer, and

interdepartzmental cooperation at institutions were trerds identified in

the early 80's. This continuing dissatisfaction with administrative

relationships could alter the oollegial environment

ofinstitutionsin the 90's.

The validity for these firdings provided by question 20—3 irdicate

that facuJ.ty are job satisfied ard that 82.8% are not at all likely or

somewhat likely to seek auployment elsewhere in the next three years.

The job satisfaction irdex, the overall mean of question 19, is

2.91 with a stardard deviation of .51. Using the four point scale, this

mean is close to the scmewhat satisfied rating of 3. This is a bench

mark to compare the inoentive category means for the research questions

of this study.

Qestion 1: Which catgories of incentives relate to job satisfaction?

Financial, job related, ard personal inoentive categories related to

job satisfaction were all close to the overall mean for job satisfaction

of 2.91. Items combined to defi.ne the financial inoentive category

included those of career advancement ard higher salary were the

following: job security, opportxmity for my at thi.s

institution, freedom to do outside consulti.ng, my benefits generally,

ard my salary. The mean of these ccmbined questions was 3.01 , +.10

above the mean for all the questions on job satisfaction. This caubined

category irdicated the highest level of job satisfaction of the three

categories.
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Items combined to define the job related incentive category

included those of teaching ard research were the following: the

authority I have to make decisions about what courses I teach; the

authority I have to make decisions about content ard methods in the

courses I teach; time available for working with students as advisor,

mentor etc; quality of my research facilities ard support; quality of

undergraduate students I have taught here; quality of graduate students

I have taught here; teaching assistance I receive; and research

assistance I receive. 'Ihe mean of these combined questions for job

related incentives was 2.95, +.04 above the mean for job satisfaction.

Items combined to delineate the personal incentive category

including academic recognition ard family were the following: overall

reputation of the institution; institutional mission or philosophy;

quality of leadership in my department/program; quality of chief

administrative officers at this campus; quality of my colleagues in my

department/program; quality of faculty leadership (e.g. Academic Senate,

Faculty Council) at this institution; spirit of cooperation among

faeulty at this institution; ard spouse erq:>loyment opportunities in this

geographie area. The mean of these ccxnbined questions for personal

inoentives was 2.87, -.04 below the mean for job satisfaction. The

verification of the three incentive categories related to job

satisfaction is examined in more detail in die research

questions 2, 3, ard 4.
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Qgestion 2: Are research incentives related to ggter j'ob satisfaction

@ teachgg incentives?

The findings for job satisfaction for the subcategories of teaching

ard research irdicate that teaching incentives provide more job

satisfaction than research incentives. The job satisfaction mean for

t.he teaching incentives was 3.19, +.28 above the mean. The job

satisfaction mean for the research incentives was 2.58, -.33 below the

mean. The greater indication of job satisfaction for teaching than

research is substantiated in the examination of the questions used for

discriminant validity.

The Validation through question 21-1, "If you were to leave this job

to accept another position, would you want to do more, less, or about

the same of each of the following as you currently do? 1. research,"

indicates that the percent of faculty that want more research if they

were to take another full time job is 54%. The job satisfaction uean

for these faculty is 2.4, -.18 below the overall mean. Likewise, those

irdicating the highest satisfaction with a mean of 2.82, +.24, want less

amount of research at a very small percent, 7%. 'Ihe irdication frem

these questions lead to the conclusion that full time faculty are

dissatisfied wit.h the support for researeh ard want more opportunities

ard support for research.

To further verify the results of job satisfaction related to

research, question 21-1 was examined by institutional type. More than

half of the faculty at four year doctoral, 51%, and four year

comprehensive liberal/arts institutions, 63%, irdicate they want more
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research opportunities. Faculty that have the highest job satisfaction

man in four year doctoral, 2.83 ard two year, 3.09 irdicate that they
l

want the sam amount of research. 'Ihe highest man for job satisfaction

in t.he four year comprehensive/liberal arts, 2.68, represented a very

small percent of faculty, 5%. 'Ihese firdings indicate that over 90% of

die faculty in four year doctoral, cauprehensive ard liberal arts want

the sam amount or more research opportunitiä ard the faculty that want

more have the lowest job satisfaction across all three insticutional

types. The conclusion from these firdings support the assertion that

job satisfaction is less across all institutional types in relation to

the amount of research opportunities provided.

To furduer verify the results of job satisfaction related to

research, question 21-1 was examined accordi.ng to faculty rank. 'Ihe

distribution across ranks was consistent for faculty they want

more research as follows: full profßsor, 56%, with a mean of 2.5;

associate professor, 47%, with a man of 2.23; and assistant professor,

64%, with a mean of 2.3. In each instance the job satisfaction is below

the man ard the percent of faculty they want more of this is

high. When oombihing the responses of more of this ard the same amount,

96% of full prvofessors, 89% of associate professors, ard 93% of

assistant professors irdicate they want the same or more research

opportunities. 'Ihis verifies that the faculty seeking the same or more

opportunities for research is consistent across all faculty ranks.

'Ib verify the teaching incentive category results, question 21-2 was

examined. Qiestion 21-2 states, "If you were to leave this job to
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accept another position, would you want to do more, less, or abait the

sam amount of each of the following as you currently do? 2—'I‘eaching."

'Ihe findings are supported by the response of 59% of faculty that

irdicate that they want the sam amamt of teaching as they presently

have with a job satisfaction man of 3.27, +.08 above the man.

However, very fav faculty, 8%, want more teaching responsibilitias with

a man of 3.1, -.09 below the man for the teachi.ng scale. 'Ihe largest

majority of the faculty, 92%, want the sam amamt or less teaching.

Althaigh the job satisfaction irdex for teaching is higher than

research, faculty do not i.ndicate that they seek more opportunities to

teach. There may be factors in the higher education environment as

related by ladd (1979) that continue to urdermine the support of

institutions for research leading to higher levels of job

dissatisfaction i.n this area.

To further verify the results of job satisfaction related to

teaching, question 21-2 was examined by institutional type. 'Ihe

highest percent of faculty across all three types of institutions

indicate üiey want the sam amamt of teaching ard have the highest man

for job satisfaction. 'Ihe ratings of each institution are as follows:

fair year doctoral, 61% wit.h a man of 3.26; fair year

comprehensive/liberal arts, 49% with a man of 3.25; and two year, 67%,

wiüiamanof 3.31. 'lheoonsistencyauorigüiethreetypesof

institutions continues to the other rwponses. 'Ihe amamt of faculty

that indicate they want either the sam of less teaching at fOL1I year

doctoral is 92%, at four year ccmpreI1er1sive/liberal arts, 92%, and at
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two year, 91%. 'Ihe present amount or less teaching is satisfying to

faculty across all types of institutions.

To further validate die job satisfaction teaching scale, question

21-2 was scrutinized according to academic rank. 'Ihere is oonsistency

acrossacade1rdcram<sinthedistri¤1tim1of1·esporsesastherevrasin

types of institutions. All ranks irdicated a similar response in

selecting the same amount of teaching as follows: full professors, 55%,;

associate professors, 57%; and associate professors, 61%. 'Ihe job

satisfaction mean on the teaching scale for the same amount of teaching

was the highest for associate professors at 3.26, ard assistant

professors at 3.20. Full professors irdicated the highest mean for

teachi.ng scale at 3.37 for more of this. However, only 6% of die full

professors irdicated this response. The perwoent of faculty that chose

the same amount or less teaching is consistent across all three academic

ranks as follows: full professors, 95%; associate professors, 92%; ard

assistant professors, 92%. This verifies that the faculty seeking the

same or less teaching is simi.lar across all three faculty ranks.

Faculty irdicate greater job satisfaction for teaching i.ncentives

thanräeaxrrliirxoentivesbnrt facultyare interested inmoreresearch

opportunities than teaching. 'Ihis finding is supported by the findings

by 'Iuckman (1976), (1979), 'Iuckman, Gapinski, ard Hagemann (1977) and

'Iuckman ard Hagemann (1976) that the highest rewards go to those who

publish extensively ard pursue a career in tion. 'Ihe patterns

identified for teaching ard research i.n this study were consistent

across academic ranks. In the 'Iuckman et. al. studies, there were
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differentiations among the ranks. 'Ihey farnd that the incentives were

stronger for assistant professors because their activities contributed

to promotion.

Qestion 3: Do the catggries of ' ive related to job satisfaction

@4 with the ggg of institution?

'Ihe categories of incentive related to job satisfaction do not

change when explored by institutional type. 'Ihe financial incentivas

are the highest rated followed by job related ard personal as in the

whole study. Financial incentives have the highest mean for job

satisfaction for fair year doctoral, 3, farr year comprehensive/liberal

arts, 2.96 ard two year, 3.08. 'Ihe job related incentives mean rank

second in farr year doctoral ard four year ccmprehensive/liberal arts

with 2.99 ard 2.86, respectively. 'Ihe two year institutions have die

same job satisfaction mean for both job related ard personal incentives

at 2.99. 'Ihe category with the lowest rating is personal incentives

with a mean for fair year doctoral, 2.28, ard farr year

comprehensive/liberal arts, 2.84. This confirms that the categories of

incentivedonotvaryintheirrankingsv:I1e1·1inspectedaocordir·gto

institutional type.

'Ihe relationship of the means when observed by institutional type

and oompared to the mean of eadi incentive category indicate that

faculty at two year institutions have job satisfaction means

oonsistently above the mean on each incentive category. Fazr year

doctoral institutions have only job related incentives indicated above
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t.he mean and four year comprehensive/liberal arts have no inoentive

category mean above the mean for the whole study. - From the inspection

of the means for each i.nstitutional type, two year i.nstitution faculty

indicate more job satisfaction i.n all inoentive categories than the

other types of institutions.

To provide validity to the findings of jdn satisfaction by

institutional type, the job satisfaction index is first oompared to

questions 20-3. 'Ihe two year institution has the highest peroent of

faculty, 56.9%, that t.hey are not at all likely to leave for a

different full time job in the next three years. 'Ihe four year doctoral

and four year oorrpre.h.e11sive/liberal arts faculty indicate that they are

not at all likely to leave for a different fuJ.l time job in the

following peroents 48.6%, and 52.8%, respectively. Faculty indicating

that they would very li.kely leave for a different full ti.me job in the

next three years have the highest peroent for four year doctoral

institutions, 20.5% and the lowest pereent for two year institutions,

11.4%. These findings support the indication of job satisfaction among

two year oollege faculty that are the least li.kely to leave for a

different full time job in the next three years.

Further validity of the findi.ng of job satisfaction among

institutional types is sought through examination of questions 23:b-1,

b-2, b-3. Question 23:b asks if faculty were to leave their current

position, how likely would they aooept auployment in a doctoral

institution, b—1, four year comprehensive/liberal arts, b-2, and two

year institution, b-3. 'Ihe findings indicate that faculty are satisfied
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with the type of institution in which they are currently employed ard

woul.d choose again a similar type of institution. Fair year doctoral

faculty, 68.2%, responded to question 23:b-1 that they waald very li.kely

accept employment in a doctoral institution. Ccmbining the responses

for sanewhat likely ard very likely, 88.8%, of the fa1r year doctoral

faculty irdicated they would choose the same type of institution again.

'Ihe response of the fair year oauprehensive/liberal arts faculty to this

question was split between 27-37% among all the answers indicating no

clear preference. 'Ihe two year faculty indicated a strong preference

that they would not accept employment at a doctoral institution with

63.4% responding not at all likely ard 28.5% respording sanewhat likely.

The responses indicate that faculty in four year doctoral institutions

have the highest percent of faculty that prefer the four year doctoral

institution.

'Ihis pattern of preference for institutions where faculty are

currently employed continues when examini.ng the next part of question

23:b-2. 'Ihe preference for choosing a fair year comprehensive/liberal

arts institution is strwongest by faculty at similar institutions as the

largest perwoent of faculty, 56.2%, in four year cauprehensive/ liberal

art institutions would very likely accept axployment in this type of

institution. When oombining the responses of sauewhat likely ard very

likely for the fair year comprehensive/ liberal arts, the peroent of

response is 88.3%. The distribution of response by fa1r year doctoral

faculty are split between 30.8-34.9% among the answers i.rdicati.ng no

clear preference. The two year faculty have the highest percent
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indicating not at all likely, 38.2% and 44.7% indicating somewhat likely

for a combined total of 82.9%. 'Ihese response patterns substantiate the

satisfaction of faculty in fair year car1prehensive/ liberal arts

institutions with their type of instituticn.

Finally, the response to question 23:b—3 is consistent to the other

two parts of this question examined. 'Ihe faculty in two year

institutions if they left: thei.r current position would accept employment

in a similar instituticn. However, their preference for the institution

is not as strong as indicated by faculty in the other two questions.

The two year faculty resporded very likely, 37.4% and scmewhat likely,

35% for a combined response of 72.4%. In addition, they responded not

at all likely, 27.6%. Alürargh two year faculty indicated more job

satisfaction than faculty at other types of institutions, the percent

indicating a preference for remaining at the two year institution is

lower. The preference of faculty at four year doctoral institutions in

this question is clear that 90.8% are not at all likely and 7.9% are

scmewhat likely to accept employment at a two year institution,

totalling 98.7%. 'Ihe response of facuJ.ty at fair year

corrprehensive/liberal arts for not at all likely is 75.5% ard for

sanewhat likely is 19.2%, totalling 94.7%. 'Ihe faculty at two year

institutions are the only graip that indicate a preference for

arrployment in two year institutions ard that preference is weaker than

any of the other institutional types.

Question 23:b-1-3 provides val_idity to the research question if the

categories of inoentives related to job satisfaction vary with the types
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of institution. 'Ihe firdings support the conclusion that there is

consistency across institutional types in the ranking of the incentive

categories. In addition, faculty would choose again the same type of

institution for employment. Wilkins ard Ouchi (1983) in their

discussion of relationships between culture ard d1ange suggest Uuat

organizational culture is not as deep or unchangeable as is the case in

anthropology. 'Ihe culture inherent in specific types

ofinstitutionscan account for the preference of faculty for the

consistency of a similar type of institution.

Question 4: Do the catgories of inoentives glated to j'ob satisfaction

gge as faculg mature in the higher education ?

'Ihe greatest difference in the relationships of the categories of

inoentives occurs when scrutinized according to academic rank. Faculty

at the rank of full professor mirror the results in the study ranking

financial inoentives, first, job related, secord, ard personal, third.

'Ihe job satisfaction index for each of the full professor ranking is

above the mean at +.23, financial, +.06, job related, ard +.04,

personal. However, the associate ard assistant professor exhibit a

difference with a paired incentive category irdicated as highßt for

each.

'Ihe associate professor responses reveal financial ard job related

inoentives as equal ard personal inoentives m.1ch lower in rank. All of

the job satisfaction irdexes for associate professors are below the mean

at 2.93, -.08, financial; 2.93, -.02, job related; ard 2.74, -.13,
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personal. The associate professors responded lower than any of the

others ranks to the personal incentive category.

'Ihe assistant professors irdicated equal means for the highest

ranked categories of financial and personal incentive with job rel.ated

ranked a close secord. All of the job satisfaction irdexes for

assistant professors are below the mean at 2.86, -.15, financial; 2.86,

-.10, personal; ard 2.85, -.10, job related. 'Ihe assistant professors

have the lowest mean of all ranks for financial and job related

categories.

'Ihe findings are validated by the responses to question 20-3 asking

how li.kely faculty will leave for a different full time job in the next

three years. 'Lhe full professors irdicate the highest response, 69.8%,

will not at all likely leave during the next three years. 'Ihe assistant

professors reveal the highest response, 22.4%, that they will likely

leave during the next three years. The assistant professor response is

9.7% higher than the indication from the associate professors.

Full professors indicate greater job satisfaction with a

consistency in the ranking of the incentive categories as to the whole

study ard to the types of instituticns. Associate professors are less

job satisfied with personal incentives ranking below all others.

Assistant professors evidence the lowest job satisfaction irdex on

financial ard job related incentive categories. 'Ihese firdings are

supported by Baldwin (1985), Blackburn & Baldwin (1983), Blackburn &

Lawrence (1986), ard McKeachie (1983) who identify faculty career stages

each with unique characteristics ard dimensions. Incentives within a
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higher education institution can be identified as constraints or

promoters as the faculty member matures within the system. The

conclusion from these firdings support the assertion that full

professors are more job satisfied ard less li.kely to leave an

institution than faculty at other ranks. Associate professors irdicate

personal incentives at the lowest level of satisfaction of all ranks.

Assistant professors exhibit the lowest level of job satisfaction of all

ranks in financial ard job related incentives.

Qnclusions summarized

Full time faculty in postsecordary institutions are:

1. Satisfied with their jobs and especially the ability to control over

their course content (95.1%) and mthods of teaching (85.9%).

2. Less than satisfied with the relationship between faculty ard

administration (46.2%) ard quality of chief executive officer

(46.2%) .

3. less than satisfied with research opportunitiä across

institutional types ard academic ranks.

4. Satisfied with the sam amoxmt or less teaching opportunities across

institutional types ard academic ranks.

5. More job satisfied at two year institutions in all three incentive

categories, financial, job related, ard personal.

6. Satisfied with the type of institution in which they are presently
I

employed ard are less likely to leave for a different type of

institution.
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7. Satisfied as full professors for all three incentive categories,

financial, job related ard personal.

8. Least satisfied as associate professors for personal incentive

category.

9. Least satisfied as assistant professors for financial and job

related incentive categories.

Qplications
‘

The conclusions from this study support the assertion that full time

faculty in higher education are satisfied with their jobs. A recent

report in the Chronicle of Higher Education, Ncvanber 8, 1989, cn the

Carnegie Faculty Survey: "'Ihe Condition of the Professorate: Attitudes

ard Trerds, 1989," concurs that faculty are ge.nerally more upbeat about

their work than they were in 1984 (p. A1) . Similarly, this study as

well as the recent Carnegie study identifies areas of concern with the

quality of academic administration.

'Ihe results of this study have implications for postsecordary

administrators ir1volved with policy decisions on faculty incentives.

'Ihe financial, job related, ard personal inoerrtive categories as

described in this st:udy each have implications for consideraticn when

developing a comprehensive incentive package for full time faculty.

Faculty, although they are less satisfied with salary levels, indicate

the highest irdication of job satisfaction for this st11dy's broader

defi.nition of financial incentives which includes job security,

opportunity for advancement, consulting opportmmities, benefits ard
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salary. The financial incentives as identified provide for the greatest

irdication of job satisfaction which are consistent across all types of

institutions ard academic ranks. 'Ihe implication for tors is

to continue to provide the necessary broad financial support to faculty

to attract ard keep qualified irdividuals in this segment of the labor

market.

'Ihe job related incentive category both teachi.ng and

research which appears to be an enigma of oontradiction. 'Ihe faculty

irdicate a higher job satisfaction irdex from teachi.ng than research yet

also irdicate that they want more research opportunities ard the same or

less teaching. 'Ihis inconsistency between choosing that which they

irdicate leads to less job satisfaction may be driven by the current

prevalent reward system in postsecordary education which rewards those

that publish and generate grant furding to support research. 'Ihe

intrinsic rewards, the autonomy to choose classes ard decide what is

taught, are prevalent for teaching but the extrinsic rewards are not.

Higher education administration needs to better differentiate the reward

systemsothatthejoyofteachingi.snotbycor1cernovert;t1e

extrinsic rewards. 'Ihe reward system can have an effect on the faculty

motivation to teach or pursue research. Faculty need to be included in

administrative decisions that directly relate to their performance. 'Ihe

more they are involved in the development of a reward system to

acknowledge the variety of teaching tasks as well as the related

research the greater the effect will be on the motivation to teach.
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The firdings that faculty would choose again the sam type of -

institution in which they are now auployed irdicates Grat faculty have
i

identified the unique characterisitcs of an institmtional type ard are

ccmfortable with that choice. The implications of this finding for

administrcators is that they need to reinforce the nidre in the

educational spectrumr that they serve. The faculty identify with the

type of institution ard the incentive system should be unique ard

support the goals ard objectives of that insitutional type. The facu1J.ty

at two year institutions irdicate the highest level of job satisfaction

yet the weakest cornmittmnt to their type of institution. This may be

due to the lack of prestige generally attrihuted to two year colleges.

In the education of the future professorate, the unique attributes of

all types of postsecondary institutions should be espoused. Each has a

contribution to the constellation of educational opportunities offered

to students.

The personal incentive category, including academic mognition ard

family, is consistently the lowest irdicator of job satisfaction across

institutional types in this study. This category may irdicate the lack

of faculty committment ard attachment to a particular institution.

Faculty that are separated from administrative input into decisions fail

to develop loyalty to the institution. Faculty in large institutions

have a departmental loyalty because it is there that they can assert

influence on decisions. Administrative officers in the 90's need to

seek ways to ly invole faoalty in instituion wide decisions to

develop more allegiance and sence of collegiality between faculty ard

administration.
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'Ihe job satisfaction mean for associate professors in the personal

· incentive category is quite low in this study. 'Ihis period for the

associate professor is a tenuous one in which the attachment to the

i.nstitution is in question. Faculty at this stage may be experie.nci.ng a

mid-career crisis in the developmental stages of faculty careers.

Reoentcharges inmanditoryretiranentageardquotasontztxemmberof

full professors may oontribute to a feeling of stagnation evidenced by

this low level of satisfaction for personal incentives in this study.

'Ihis indication of low job satisfaction on personal insentives from the

associate professors merits further investigation.

The findings from this study indicate a need for change in the

reward and incentive system in postsecondary education. Full time

faculty need to have input into the changes that will bring about the

oonsistent message that research and teachirg are both important in

meeting institutional goals and mission. In the Chronicle of Higher

Education, November 22, 1989, Gordon K. Davies, a member of the

Commission of the University of the 21st Century in Vi.rginia, stated

that "both in the state legislature and on the campuses theuselves, the

rweward and incentive system that exists in American higher education

need to charge (p. A15)." Administrators need to build more positive

relationships with the faculty oorstituency to create an environment

which is motivating to faculty and supportive of the institution.

Financial, job related, ard personal inoentives each have a

contribution to faculty job satisfaction. It is incumbent upon

academic administrators to examine their institutions' policies to
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determine the best mix of incentives to maximize job satisfaction for

their faculty.

‘ tions forFurthertions

for further study derived frcm the findings of this

study include the following:

1. What changes occurring in tive policies are altering the

relationship between faculty and administration?

2. What extent do faculty want to participate in gcvernance to improve

relationships between faculty ard tion?

3. How to improve research opportunities to increase job satisfaction

in this area?

4. What amount of teaching and research would promote faculty job

satisfaction for each activity?

5. How do incentive categories rank in various disciplines in

postsecondary education?

6. What specific personal incentives are lacking for associate

professors?

7. What specific incentives in the financial ard job related

categories would increase the job satisfaction for assistant

professors?

äßlälll

'Ihis study investigates the incentive categories related to job

satisfaction for full time faculty in postsecondary institutions in the
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United States. The data for the analysis is from the 1988 NSOPF

corducted by the U.S. Department of Education. Using secordary analysis

of the data a job satisfaction index was derived from the responses to

the twenty—nine subquestions in question 19 of the faculty

questionnaire.

'Ihree incentive categories, financial, job related, ard personal,

provided the context in which job satisfaction was explored. 'Ihe

research questions focused on job satisfaction in the three incentive

categories relating to research ard teaching, institutional type, ard

academic rank.
'I‘he major conclusions of this surdy are summarized as

follows: full time faculty in postsecordary institutions are: Less than

satisfied with research opportunities across institutional types ard

acadanic ranks; Satisfied with the same amount or less teachi.ng

opportunities across institutional types ard academic ranks; More

satisfied at two year institutions in all three incentive categories,

fi.nancial, job related, ard pe.rsonal; Satisfied with the type of

institution in which they are presently employed ard are less likely to

leave for a different type of institution; Satisfied as full professors

for all three incentive categories, financial, job related ard personal;

Least satisfied as associate professors for personal incentive category;

Least satisfied as assistant professors for financial ard job related

incentive categories.
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CENTER FOR EDUCATION STATISTICS
April 1988

Dear Faculty Member:

There is very little current and comprehensive information about higher education
faculty in this country. For this reason, the Center for Education Statistics of the
U.S. Department of Education is conducting a national survey of faculty in American
colleges and universities. This study. which is cosponsored by the National Endowment
for the Humanities, is designed to provide reliable and current data for higher-
education researchers, as well as planners and policymakers at all levels (institu-
tional and governmental). The Center has contracted with SRI International (formerly
Stanford Research Institute) and the Center for the Study of Higher Education at Penn
State University to conduct the study.

This National Survev of Postsecondary Faculty (NSOPF) is the most comprehensive study
of faculty in postsecondary educational institutions ever undertaken. It will provide
national profiles of faculty members regarding their backgrounds, responsibilities, _
career and retirement plans, compensation, benefits, and attitudes about their jobs

‘

and various academic issues. Additionally, information on institutional and depart-
mental characteristics, policies, and practices that affect faculty will be collected
from institutional spokespersons and chairpersons of selected departments (or compar-
able academic units).

You and several of your colleagues at your institution are part of a randomly drawn
national sample of instructional faculty who are being asked to contribute to this
study. While your participation is voluntary, it is particularly important because
this survey will establish a baseline for any future profiles of faculty.

Individual responses and all information which would permit identification of indi-
viduals will be kept strictly confidential, in accordance with the provisions of the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Acts of 1976. Responses will be used only in

' statistical summaries and will not be disclosed to any group or individual.

Please complete this questionnaire as soon as possible and return it directly to SRI
in the enclosed business-reply envelope. When the study is completed, the Center will
provide your institution with a summary report of the findings. Study reports and
data tapes also will be available upon request to researchers who wish to explore the
study issues further. If you have any questions or comments concerning this study,
please telephone Dr. Susan Russell, Project Director, of SR1 International
(415-859-4164).

Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Emerson J. Elliott, Director
0**8 Ueerarce I 13%-0635
Exoiraticn Date. 7/E9
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l
NATIONAL SURVEY OF POSTSECONDARY FACULTY

Faculty Questionnaire

PLEASE NOTE:

Many of our questions ask about your activities during the 1987 Fall Term.

By this, we mean whatever academic term was in progress on October 15, 1987,

All questions that ask about your current position or institution refer to

your position during the 1987 Fall Term at the institution to which this

guestionnaire was addressed.

This questionnaire was designed to be completed by both full- and part—time

instructional faculty in 2- and 4-year postsecondary institutions of all

kinds. Because this is such a diverse group, some of the questions may not

be worded quite appropriately for your situation, He would appreciate your

tolerance of these difficulties.

1. During the 1987 Fall Term, did you have any instructional duties at this

institution (e,g , teaching one or more courses, advising or supervising

students' academic activities)?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHBER)

Yes .....,.,. 1

No. ..,.,..., 2

IF NO, PLEASE STOP HERE AND RETURN THIS
PACKET TO SR1 IN THE ENCLOSED FRANKED ENVELOPE.

2. During the 1987 Fall Term, were at least some of your instructional duties

related to for-credit courses, or were all of your instructional duties

related to gggcredit courses?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER) »

At least some of my instructional duties
were related to for-credit courses ,... I

All of my instructional duties were
related to gggcredit courses ....... 2

IF ALL NONCREDIT, PLEASE STOP HERE AND RETURN
THIS PACKEI TO SR1 IN THE ENCLOSED FRANKED ENVELOPE.

3. During the 1987 Fall Term, were you on sabbatical from another institution?

Yes I
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A. NATURE OF ENPLOYHENT

4. During the 1987 Fall Term, did this institution consider you to be employed
here full—time or part—time?

_ Full—time ...... 1

Part·time ...... 2

5. During the 1987 Fall Term, were you employed only at this institution, or did
you also have other employment? Please include outside consulting or other
self—owned business.

Employed only at this institution ..... 1 --> SKIP TO Q.7

Also had other employment or consulting . . 2

5. Other than this institution. in which of the following ways were you employed
during the 1987 Fall Term?

(PLEASE CIRCLE "FULL-TIME" OR "PART-TIME" FOR ALL SECTORS THAT APPLY)

TYPE OF EMPLOYMEHT

Full-time Part-time
Employment sector 135+ hoursgweek) (<35 hours/week)

Consulting, freelance work, or self—owned
business in area directly related to my

· field at this institution 1 2 I
l

Consulting, freelance work, or self-owned
business in area largely ggrelated to my
field at this institution 1 2

On staff of another postsecondary educational
institution 1 2

On staff of an elementary or secondary school l 2

On staff of a hospital or other health care/
clinical setting 1 2

On staff of a foundation or other nonprofit
organization 1 2

On staff of a for-profit business or industry
in the private sector 1 2

On staff of the federal government (including
military) l 2

On staff of a state or local government 1 2
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7. Here you chairperson of a department or division at this institution during the1987 Fall Term?

Yes ................ 1

No ................ 2

8. During the 1987 Fall Term, were you on sabbatical from this institution?

Yes ................ 1

No ................ 2

9. What was your tenure status at this institution during the 1987 Fall Term?

Not applicable: no tenure system
at this institution ........ 1

Not applicable: no tenure system
for my faculty status ....... 2 SKIP TO Q_l1
Not on tenure track ........ 3

On tenure track but not tenured . . 4

Tenured .............. 5 :

10. In what year did you achieve tenure at this institution?
(PLEASE GIVE YOUR EEST ESTIHATE IF NOT SURE)

19

PLEASE SKIP TO QUESTION 12

11. During the 1987 Fall Term, what was the duration of your contract or appointment
at this institution?

One academic term .......... l

One academic/calendar year ..... 2

Two or more academic/calendar years . 3

Unspecified duration ........ 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELOU) .... 5
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12. Which of the following best describes your academic rank at this institution

during the 1987 Fall Term?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

Not applicable: no ranks designated
at this institution ........ 0 —-> SKIP TO Q.14

Distinguished/Named Professor . . . 1

Professor ............. 2

Associate Professor ........ 3

Assistant Professor ........ 4

Instructor ............. 5

Lecturer .............. 6

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELOW) .... 7

13. In what year did you first achieve this rank?

(PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATE IF NOT SURE)
19 '

14. During the 1987 Fall Term, did you hold any of the following kinds of

appointments at this institution?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Acting ............... 1

Affiliate or adjunct ........ 2

Visiting .............. 3

Assigned by religious order .... 4

No, none of the above ....... 0

15. Have you ever achieved tenure at another institution?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHBER AND SPECIFY THE YEAR TENURE FIRST ACHIEVED, IF

APPLICABLE)

Yes ................ 1
(YEAR FIRST ACHIEVED: 19 )

No . ,.......7
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16. what is your pgygjpgl field or discipline of teaching?

(PLEASE REFER TO THE LIST OF TIELDS OE STUDY ON PAGES 24-25 AND ENTER THE

APPROPRIATE CODE NUMEER(S) BELON)

Field code of my discipline:

17. Are any faculty at this institution legally represented by a union (or other

association) for purposes of collective bargaining?

Yes ....... 1

No ........ 2 )
SKIP T0 Q.19

Don't know .... 9 1

18. Are you a member of the union (or other bargaining association) that represents

faculty at this institution?

Yes ....... 1

No ........ 2

B. JOB SATISFACTIOH ISSUES

19. How satisfied or dissatisfied do you personally feel about each of the following

aspects of ygg;_joh at this_jpstitutigg?

(PLEASE CIRCLE QNE NUHBER FOR EACH ITEM)

D1SSAT1SF1ED SATISFIED Does not
Verv Somewhat Somewhat Very apply

My work load 1 2 3 4 O

~ My job security 1 2 3 4 O
Q

The authority I have to make
1 decisions about what courses I teach 1 2 3 4 0

The authority I have to make
decisions about content and
methods in the courses 1 teach 1 2 3 4 0 ,

The authority I have to make Q
‘ decisions about other (noninstruc— Q

tional) aspects of my job 1 2 3 4 O .

The mix of teaching, research,
administration. and service (as
apolicable) that 1 am required to do 1 2 3 4 0 1

1 .1;
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Satisfaction with your job at this institution: (continued)
·

DISSATISFIED SATISFIED Does not
Very Somewhat Somewhat Verv apply

(Opportunity for my advancement
( in rank at this institution 1 2 3 4 0

_ i Time available for working with
'students as an advisor, mentor, etc. 1 2 3 4 0
;..........................._.............................................................
§Availability of support services and (

‘

iequipment (including clerical i
l

isupport, personal computers, etc.) 1 2 3 4 0 (

‘
Freedom to do outside consulting 1 2 3 4 0 |

·My salary 1 2 3 4 0 (

‘: Ny benefits, generally 1 2 3 4 0 Q
......................................................_............_.............;
Overall reputation of the institution 1 2 3 4

OInstitutionalmission or philosophy 1 2 3 4

OQualityof leadership in my
department/program 1 2 3 4 0 (

——·——————————————————————~——————————————-———————————-———————————————————1
Quality of chief administrative

‘

officers at this campus 1 2 3 4 0

Quality of my colleagues in my
department/program 1 2 3 4 0

Quality of faculty leadership (e.g..
Academic Senate. Faculty Council)
at this institution 1 2 3 4

0Qualityof union leadership at this
,institution 1 2 3 4 0 (

_ V. Relationship between administration
‘and faculty at this institution 1 2 3 4 0

_, Interdepartmental cooperation
‘

' at this institution 1 2 3 4 0 (—————————·———————————————————————·———·—·——————·*————···—————·—————·————·——————————·q
)QSpirit of cooperation among (

l ;faculty at this institution l Z 3 4 0

Quality of my research facilities
'* and support 1 2 3 4 0 Q

‘_(_Quality of undergraduate students
(whom I have taught here 1 2 3 4 0 (
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Satisfaction with vour job at this institution: (continued)

DISSATISFIED SATISFIED Does not
Very Somewhat Somewhat Verv applv

_
‘

Quality of graduate students {
'I whom I have taught here 1 2 3 4 O {

Teaching assistance that I receive 1 2 3 4 0 {
..........................................................................................;

,. Research assistance that I receive 1 2 3 4 0 {

.. Spouse employment opportunities
in this geographic area 1 2 3 4 0

{My
job here, overall I 2 3 4 0

20. Durino the next three vears. how likely is it that you will leave this job to do

the following?
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHEER FOR EACH ITEM)

Not at all Somewhat Very
likely likely likely

Retire 1 2 3 ;
‘

{
I

{Seek or accept a (different) part-time job I 2 3 {

Seek or accept a (different) full—time job I 2 3 T

21. li you were to leave this job to accept another position, would you want to do

more. less, or about the same amount of each of the following as you currently do?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ITEH)

‘ I WOUL0 HANT TO DO:

More Same amount of Less
of this this as I do now of this

,Research I 2 3 {

.Teaching I 2 3 {

'Advising students I 2 3 {
P--—————————-———————-———-———————————-—-————-———————————————-

{Service activities 1 2 3 {

{Administration 1 Z 3 r
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22. LL you were to leave this job to accept another position. how important would
each of the following be in your decision to accept another position?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH [TEN)

Not Somewhat Very
important important important

„ { Salary level 1 2 3 I

„ Tenure-track/tenured position 1 2 3 g

_ Job security 1 2 3

,‘ Opportunities for advancement 1 2 3 Ö

.g Benefits 1 2 3

Ä Ho pressure to publish 1 2 3

Ä
Good research facilities and equipment 1 2 3

Ä Good instructional facilities and equipment 1 2 3 .

Ä Excellent students 1 2 3 ;

1 Excellent colleagues 1 2 3 1

Ai lnstitutional mission or philosophy that iis compatible with my own views 1 2 3

Ä Good job for my spouse 1 2 3 Ä

«Ä Good geographic location 1 2 3 I

i Good housing 1 2 3 ,

VÄ Good environment/schools for my children 1 2 3 '

~w A full—time position 1 2 3 .

\‘
A part~time position 1 2 3 Ä

8 of 25
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23. lg you were to leave your current position, how likely is it that you would do
so to:

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ITEH)

Not at all Somewhat Very
likely likelv likelg

I a. Return to school as a student 1 2 3

b. Accept employment in:

doctoral granting university or college 1 2 3

other 4-year university or college 1 2 3

2—year postsecondary institution 1 2 3 I

I less than 2-year postsecondary institution l 2 3 I
.._............................................................................

I elementary or secondary school 1 2 3 I

I hospital or other health care organization 1 2 3

consulting, self-owned business, freelancing 1 2 3 I
'E

I foundation or other nonprofit organization 1 2 3 I

I private sector for-profit business or industry l 2 3 I

“

I federal government (including military) 1 2 3
I

I state or local government l 2 3 I‘

24. At what age do you think you are most likely to stop teaching at a postsecondary

institution?
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHBER)

Under 40 .... 1

40 - 44 .... 2
45 - 49 .... 3

50 ~ 54 .... 4

55 - 59 .... 5

60 · 64 .... 6

65 ~ 69 .... 7

70 or older . . 8

Have no idea . . 9
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25. At what age do you think you are most likely to retire from paid employment?
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHEEP)

Under 50 .... 1

50 - 54 .... 2
55 - 59 .... 3

60 - 64 _ . . . 4

65 - 69 .... 5

70 or older . . 6
Have no idea . . 9

Q—26. Please list below gach_;g]]egiatg_apd_grgdpate degggg that you hold, the name
and location of the institution from which you received it, the year you
received it. and the Field (ode (from pages 24-25) that applies.
Please dc pg; list honorary degrees.

(PLEASE CCHPLETE ALL COLUHNS FCP EACH DEGREE)

Codes for type of degree:

1 Certificate. diploma. or degree for completion of undergraduate
program of at least 1 year but less than 2 years in length i

2 Associate’s degree or eduivalent

3 Certificate. diploma. or degree for completion of undergraduate
program of more than 2 years but less than 4 years in length

4 Bachelor’s degree or equivalent

5 Graduate work pp; resulting in a degree

6 Haster’s degree or eguitalent

7 Doctoral degree (Ph.D.. Ed.D., etc.)

8 Professional degree (N.D., D.D.S., L L.B., etc.)

' Degree Year Field Name of City and state/country
code received code institution of institution

______ 19_____ _____ ___________________________ _________________________

______ 19_____ _____ ____________________________ __________________________

19T ._l......_...__ .i._._._.T—.
______ l9_____ _____ __________________________ ________________________

_______ l9______ ______ _______________________________ _____________________________

______ 19____ _m__ __y_______________________ _„________„____________
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27. which of the following undergraduate academic honors or awards, if any, did you
receive?
(PLEASE CTRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

National academic honor society, such as
Phi Beta Kappa, Tau Beta Pi, or other
field—specific national honor society ...... 1

Cum laude or honors ............... 2

Magna cum laude or high honors ......... 3

Summa cum laude or highest honors ........ 4

Other undergraduate academic achievement award . . 5

None of the above ................ 0

28. when you were in graduate school, which of the following, if any, did you receive?
(PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Doesn’t apply: did not attend graduate school . . 0
I

Teaching assistantship .............. 1

Research assistantship .............. 2

Program or residence hall assistantship ..... 3

Fellowship .................... 4

Scholarship or traineeship ............ 5

Grant ...................... 6

G.I. Bill or other veterans’ financial aid .... 7

Loan ....................... 8

None of the above ................ 9
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29. For each of the jobs that you have held since graduating from college, please

indicate in the table below the years that you began and left the job, the

employment sector, your primary responsibility, and whether you were employed

full-or part—time.

• Please begin with your current job, and work backward.

¤ Do ggg list promotions in rank at your current job(s) as different jobs.

• Do gg; include temporary positions or work as a graduate assistant.

¤ Please list each job (other than promotions in rank) separately!

(PLEASE COMPLETE ALL COLUMNS FOR EACH POSITION; SPECIFY EMPLOYMENT SECTOR AND

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY CODES FROM THE LISTS ON THE FACING PAGE)

Employment Primary
Years job held sector responsibility Full-time Part—time

From To (ENTER CODE) (ENTER CODE) (CIRCLE ONE)

CURRENT
JOE: 19______ present _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ _______ 1 2 i

19______ 19______ _______ _______ l 2

19______ 19______ _______ _______ 1 2

l9_______ l9_______ ________ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ 1 2

' 19______ 19______ _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ _______ 1 2

l9_______ l9_______ ________ 1 Z

19______ 19______ _______ 1 2

19______ 19______ _______ 1 2
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CODES FOR QUESTION 29

Employment sector codes Primary responsibility codes

Ol Graduate-level institution that is gg; 1 Teaching

part of a 4—year school (e.g., independent
law school) 2 Administration

02 Doctoral granting university or college 3 Technical or research

03 Other 4—year college or university 4 Community/public service

O4 2-year postsecondary institution 5 Clinical services

O5 Less-than-?-year postsecondary institution 6 Other

D6 Elementary or secondary school

07 Hospital or other health care or
clinical setting

OS Consulting. freelance work, or
self-owned business in area directly
related to my field at this institution

09 Consulting. freelance work. or
E

self-owned business in area largely
pprelated to my field at this institution

IO Foundation or other nonprofit organization

ll For-profit business or industry in the private
sector

I2 Federal government, including military

I3 State or local government

- I4 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELON)

IF YOU HAD MORE THAN ONE JOB IN THE "OTHER" CATEGORY, PLEASE LIST SEPARATELY AND

CODE EMPLOYMENT SECTORS AS "I4a," "14b," ETC., IN Q.30.
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30. About how many of each of the following have you presented/published/etc. during
your entire career and just during the last 2 years? For publications, please
include works that have been accepted for publication.
(PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIHATES IF NOT SURE; IE NONE, CIRCLE "O")

O No presentations/publications/etc.

Number
in past Total during
Z years career

Articles or creative works published in refereed
professional or trade journals

Articles or creative works published in nonrefereed
professional or trade journals

Articles or creative works published in juried
popular media

Articles or creative works published in nonjuried
popular media or in-house newsletters

Published reviews of books, articles, or creative works

Chapters in edited volumes

Textbooks

Other books

Monographs

Research or technical reports disseminated
internally or to clients

Presentations at conferences. workshops, etc.

Exhibitions or performances in the fine or applied arts

Patents or copyrights (excluding thesis or dissertation)

Computer software products

D. TNSTITUTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES AND HORKLOAD

31. During the 1987 Fall Term, how many graduate or undergraduate dissertations or
theses, comprehensive exams, or orals committees did you chair or serve on at
this institution? (PLEASE ENTER A NUHBER IN EACH CATEGORY; IF NONE, ENTER "O")

Number served on Number
but did not chair chaired

Thesis or dissertation committees

Comprehensive exams or orals committees (other
than as part of thesis/dissertation committees)
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32. [pr each or ;ggtjgp_tjat you taught at this institution during the
LQQ7 Fall Term, please indicate below the number of hours per week that the class
met; if the class was team taught, please indicate the average number of hours per
week that you personally taught it. Next, please indicate the number and primary
level of students enrolled; the class' primary setting; and the number of teaching
assistants (TA’s), readers, etc., who assisted you with the class.

Please do pg; include noncredit courses that you taught. Also, please do pp;
include individualized instruction, such as independent study or individual
(one—on—one) performance classes.

lf you taught multiple sections of the same course, please count them as separate
classes, but do pp; include the lab section of a course as a separate class.

Codes for primary level of students: Codes for primary setting:

l Lower division students (first or 1 Lecture
second year) in program leading to
associate or bachelor's degree 2 Seminar, discussion group

2 Upper division students (juniors or 3 Lab. clinic
seniors) in program leading to
bachelor's degree 4 Fieldwork, field trips

3 Graduate students (post-baccalaureate) 5 Role playing, simulation. or other
performance (e.g., art, music,

4 Students in program leading to certi— drama)
ficate or award other than associate,
bachelor’s, or graduate degree 6 TV, radio, or other distance media

5 All other students 7 Any combination of the above

6 Any combination of the above 8 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELON):

(¤l__.L...l.l.

<¤ll.._.._—...—.

‘ Number of lf TEAM TAUGHT: Number of Primary Number
hours per week Avg. # hours per week students level of Primary of TA's
the class met you taught the class enrolled students setting readers. etc„

(Earth CODE) (carte cout)
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33. For each type of student listed below, please indicate how many at this institution
received individualized instruction from you during the 1987 Fall Term. Also
indicate the total number of contact hours ger week that you spent providing
individualized instruction to each group.
(PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIHATES IF NOT SURE; IF NONE, CIRCLE "O"}

Provided gg individualized instruction .... 0

INDIVIQUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Number of Total contact hours
Types of students at this institution students per week

Lower division students (first or second year) in
program leading to associate or bachelor's degree

Upper division students (juniors, seniors) in
program leading to bachelor's degree

Graduate students (post—baccalaureate)

Students in program leading to certificate/award
other than associate/bachelor's/graduate degree

All other students

34. During the 1987 Fall Term, were you a principal investigator or project director
on any grants or contracts at this institution, including service contracts or

internal awards?
‘

Yes ..... 1

No ..... 2 -—> SKIP TO 0.36

35. For the grants and contracts for which you were a principal investigator (PI)

during the 1987 Tall Term. please indicate below, by source, how many you had
and their total dollar amount for the 1987-88 academic year.
If you were are a principal investigator on a multiple-investigator project,
please divide the total dollar amount by the number of PIs on the project.
(PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIHATE FOR EACH SOURCE; IF NONE, ENTER "O")

Number of Total funding for the
· Source of fundino grantsgcontracts 1987-88 academic !§ar

Federal government S

State or local government S

Foundation or other nonprofit S

For—profit business or industry
in the private sector S

This institution S

Other source (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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36. On the average. how many hours per week did you spend at each of the following kinds
of work during the 1987 Fall Term?
(PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIHATES IF NOT SURE) _

Average number hours per week
during the 1987 Fall Term

All activities at this institution (teaching, research,
administration, etc.)

Any other paid activities (e.g,. consulting, working
on other jobs)

Unpaid (pro bono) professional service activities

37. Please estimate the percentage of your total working hours (i.e., the categories
listed in Question 36) that you spent on each of the following activities during
the 1987 Fall Term. (PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATES IE NOT SURE; IF NONE, ENTER ”0")

Note: The percentagss you provide should sum to 100% of
the total time you spent cn professional activities. Percent

Working with student organizations or intramural athletics

Teaching. advising, or supervising students (other than those
activities covered in the above category)

Grading papers, preparing courses, developing new curricula, etc.

Administrative activities (including paperwork; staff supervision;
serving on in-house committees, such as the academic senate; etc.)

Research: scholarship; preparing or reviewing articles or books;
attending or preparing for professional meetings or conferences; etc.

Giving performances or exhibitions in the fine or applied arts,
or speeches

Seeking outside funding (including proposal writing)

Taking courses, pursuing an advanced degree

Other professional development activities, such as practice or other“
activities to remain current in your field

Providing legal or medical services or psychological counseling to
clients or patients

Outside consulting or freelance work, working at self·owned business

Paid or unpaid community or public service (civic, religious, etc.)

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY:)

Ne knew that thig is tedious, hut please he sure that the ahnve add: to 100%
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E . BENEFITS AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOFNENT ACTIVITIES

38. During the 1987 Fall Term, were the following employee benefits available to you

at this institution?

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHEER FOR EACH BENEEIT)
AVAILABLE TO ME

lg; NQ D0n’t know

{Free or subsidized wellness or health promotion program
{(e.g., fitness or smoking cessation program) 1 2 9 {

{Paid maternity leave l 2 9

{Paid paternity leave 1 2 9
..............—.-.-„—-—..-.—.„-........................-..................4
{ Subsidized medical insurance or medical care 1 2 9 {
;....................................—„.................................................

{Subsidized dental insurance or dental care 1 2 9 {

{Subsidized disahility insurance I 2 9
{---—-—————-——-————————————-#
{Subsidized life insurance 1 2 9

I

{Retirement plan to which institution makes contributions 1 2 9

lRetirement plan to which you make contributions but the {

{institution does not 1 2 9
L.................................................................................J
Äluition remission/grants at this or other institutions {

{ for spouse 1 2 9 {

{Tuition remission/grants at this or other institutions
{for children 1 2 9

I Subsidized child care l 2 9

Subsidized housing/mortgage 1 2 9 {
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39. Listed below are some ways that institutions and departments may use internal funds

for the professional development of faculty members.

• If a professional development activity was gg; available to you during the 1987

Fall Term, please circle the "Not Available" code

¤ If an activity was available to you at this institution during the 1987 Fall

Term, please indicate how adequate to your needs the funds available for that

purpose were.

¤ If you do not know whether an activity was available to you, please circle the

"Don’t Know" code.

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHBER FOR EACH ITEH)

AVAILABLE TO ME:

Institutional or NOT Don’t know

departmental available if this was

fundino for: __to me Very Somewhat Somewhat Very available

Tuition remission at this or E {

{ other institutions 0 1 2 3 4 9
i

I Professional association
°memberships 0 I 2 3 4 9

{Registration fees. etc., for
{workshops, conferences, etc. 0 I 2 3 4 9

{ Professional travel 0 1 2 3 4 9

{ Training to improve
{research skills O 1 2 3 4 9

{Training to improve
. { teaching skills 0 I 2 3 4 9

{Retraining for fields
{in higher demand 0 1 2 3 4 9

Computer equipment 0 I 2 3 4 9
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G. COHPENSATION

Note: Your responses on these and all other items in this questionnaire are
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL, will be used only in statistical summaries, and will not
be disclosed to your institution or to any individual or group. Furthermore,
all information that would permit identification of individuals or institutions
will be suppressed from the survey files.

40. For the calendar year 1987, please estimate your gross earnings before taxes
from each of the sources listed below.

Please do not record any earnings in more than one category.

(PLEASE GIVE YOUR BEST ESTIMATES IF NOT SURE; IF NONE, ENTER ”0")

Income from this institution:

Basic salary S

Other teaching at this institution not included
in basic salary (e.g., for summer session)

Supplements not included in basic salary (for
administration, research, coaching sports, etc.)

Ncn~monetary compensation (e.g., food, housing. car)
(Please give approximate value)

Any other income from this institution _

looome from other sources;

Employment at another academic institution

Legal or medical services or psychological counseling

Outside consulting, consulting business, or
freelance work

Self-owned business (other than consulting)

Professional performances or exhibitions

Speaking fees, honoraria

Royalties or commissions

Any other employment

Non—monetary compensation (e.g., food, housing, car)
(Please give approximate value)

Other sources of earned income (PLEASE SPECIFY:)
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G. SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

41. Your gender:

Male ................ I

Female ............... 2

42. In what year were you born? 19

43. Are you of Hispanic descent-—for example, Mexican, Mexican-American, Chicano,

Cuban, Puerto Rican, etc.?

Yes ................ I

No ................. 2

44. what is your race? (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUHBER}

American Indian, Alent, Eskimo . . . 1

Asian or Pacific Islander (Japanese,

Chinese, Filipino. Asian Indian,
Korean, Vietnamese, Hawaiian, ,

Guamanian, Samoan. other Asian) . . 2

Black ............... 3

white ............... 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELOw) .... 5

45. what is your current marital status? (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER)

Single, never married ....... 1

Married .............. 2

Separated ............. 3

Oivorced .............. 4

widowed .............. 5

46. Of what country are you currently a citizen?

USA..............1

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELOw) . . 2
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Mother Father Sgouse

Don’t know/not applicable 0 O 0

Less than high school 1 1 l

High school diploma 2 2 2

Some college 3 3 3

Associate degree 4 4 4

Bachelor’s degree 5 5 5

Master's degree 6 6 6

Doctorate or professional degree 7 7 7

(e.g., PhD, MD, DVM, JD/LLB) -

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY BELON) 8 8 8

H. ACADEMIC INTERESTS AND VALUES

' 48. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the

following statements. (PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH STATEMENT)

DTSAGREE AGREE

Strongly Somewhat Somewhgt Stronglv

General issues:

It is important for faculty to partici-
pate in governing their institutions. 1 2 3 4

Faculty promotions should be based at
least in part on formal evaluations
by students. 1 2 3 4 Ä

The tenure system in higher education ·

should be preserved. 1 2 3 4

Teaching effectiveness should be the
primary criterion for promotion of
college faculty. 1 2 3 4

Research/publications should be
theprimarycriterion for promotion of
college faculty. 1 2 3 4 [

Faculty should be free to present in

class any idea they consider relevant. 1 2 3 4 [

Collective bargaining is likely to bring [
overall higher salaries and improved
benefits for faculty. 1 2 3 4

(continued)
22 of 25
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Strongty Somehhgt Somewhat Stronulv

Private consulting in areas
directly related to a faculty
member's field of research or
teaching should be restricted. I 2 3 4

It is important to encourage I
students to consider a career
in higher education. l 2 3 4 IInstitutional Issues:
The administrative function is
taking an increasingly heavy '

share of available resources
at this institution. 1 2 3 4

Does not I
At this institution, research is agglv I
rewarded more than teaching. 1 2 3 4 0 I

Female faculty members are F
treated fairly at this institution. I 2 3 4 0

Faculty who are members of racial or
_ ethnic minorities are treated fairly

at this institution. I 2 3 4 0

49. Please indicate your opinion regarding whether each of the following has worsened.
improved, or stayed the same in recent years.
(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR FACH ITEH)

Stayed Have
Norseneg the same thgroved no idea

The quality of undergraduate students in
higher education l 2 3 9

The quality of graduate students in my field 1 2 3 9 I

The quality of students who choose to pursue
Iacademic careers in my field 1 2 3 9

The opportunities junior faculty have for I
advancement in my field 1 2 3 9 '
The professional competence of individuals
entering my academic field 1 2 3 9

Respect for the academic profession, generally I 2 3 9
I

THANK YOU VERY HUCH FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION

Please return this completed questionnaire in the enclosed franked envelope to:
National Survey of Postsecondary Faculty

SRI International, P.O. Box 2124, Menlo Park, CA 94025-2124
' 23 of 25
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CODES FOR MAJOR FIELDS OF STUDY AND ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES

AQRICULIQEE EQUCATION

001 Agribusiness 8 Agricultural Production 038 Education, General
002 Agricultural, Animal, Food, 8 Plant 039 Basic Skills

Sciences 040 Bilingual/Cross—cultural education
003 Renewable Natural Resources, including 041 Curriculum 8 Instruction

Conservation, Fishing, 8 Forestry 042 Education Administration
004 Other Agriculture 043 Education Evaluation and Research

044 Educational Psychology
ARCHITECTURE 8 ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 045 Special Education

005 Architecture 8 Environmental Design 046 Student Counseling 8 Personnel Svcs.

006 City, Community, 8 Regional Planning 047 Other Education
007 Interior Design
008 Land Use Management and Reclamation lgacher Education
009 Other Arch. 8 Environmental Design 048 Pre~Elementary

049 Elementary

AR} 050 Secondary
010 Art History and Appreciation 051 Adult 8 Continuing
011 Crafts 052 Other General Teacher Ed. Programs
012 Dance 053 Teacher Education in Specific
013 Design (other than Arch. or Interior) Subjects
014 Dramatic Arts
015 Film Arts ENGINEERING
016 Fine Arts 054 Engineering, General
017 Music 055 Civil Engineering
018 Music History and Appreciation 056 Electrical, Electronics, 8
019 Other Visual 8 Performing Arts Communication Engineering =

057 Mechanical Engineering

BUÄIHLÄS 058 Other Engineering
020 Accounting 059 Engineering~Related Technologies

021 Banking 8 Finance
022 Business Administration 8 Management ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
023 Business Administrative Support (e.g., 060 English, General

Bookkeeping, Office Management. 061 Composition and Creative Nriting
Secretarial) 062 American Literature

024 Human Resources Development 063 English Literature
025 Organizational Behavior 064 Linguistics
026 Marketing 8 Distribution 065 Speech, Debate, 8 Forensics

027 Other Business 066 English as a Second Language
067 English, Other

‘
COMMUNICATIONS

028 Advertising FOREIGN EANGUAGES
029 Broadcasting and Journalism 068 Chinese (Mandarin, Cantonese,
030 Communications Research or Other Chinese)
031 Communication Technologies 069 French
032 Other Communications 070 German

071 Italian
COMPUTER SCIENQE 072 Latin

033 Computer 8 Information Sciences 073 Japanese
034 Computer Programming 074 Other Asian
035 Data Processing 075 Russian or Other Slavic
036 Systems Analysis 076 Spanish
037 Other Computer Science 077 Other Foreign Languages
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CODES FOR MAJOR FIELDS OF SIUDY AND ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES (continued)

HEALTH SCIEECE§ SOCIAL SCIENCES
078 Allied Health Technologies 8 Services 110 Social Sciences, General
079 Dentistry 111 Anthropology
080 Health Services Administration 112 Archeology
081 Medicine, including Psychiatry 113 Area 8 Ethnic Studies
082 Nursing 114 Oemography
083 Pharmacy 115 Economics
084 Public Health 116 Geography
085 Veterinary Medicine 117 History
086 Other Health Sciences 118 International Relations

119 Political Science 8 Government
087 HOME ECONOMICS 120 Sociology

121 Other Social Sciences
088 INDUSTRIAL ARTS

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
- 089 CAE

Construction Trades
090 LIBRARY 8 ARCHIVAL SCIENCES 122 Carpentry

123 Electrician
NATURAL SCIENCES 124 Plumbing

091 Life or Physical Sciences, General 125 Other Construction Trades
092 Astronomy
093 Biology Consumer, Personal, 8 Misc. Services
094 Botany 126 Personal Services (e.g., Barbering,
095 Chemistry Cosmetology)
095 Geological Sciences 127 Other Consumer Services
097 Physics
098 Physiology Mechanics and Repairers
099 Zoology 128 Electrical 8 Electronics Equipment
100 Other Natural Sciences Repair

129 Heating, Air Conditioning, 8
101 MATHEHATICS 8 STAIISTICS Refrigeration Mechanics 8 Repairers

130 Vehicle 8 Mobile Equipment Mechanics
102 MILITARY STUDIES 8 Repairers

131 Other Mechanics and Repairers
103 MULTI/INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Precision Production
104 PARKS 8 RECREATION 132 Drafting

133 Graphic 8 Print Communications
105 PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION. 8 IHEOLOGY 134 Leatherworking and Upholstering

135 Precision Metal Hork
106 PSYCHOLOGY 136 Hoodworking‘

137 Other Precision Production Work
107 PROTECTIVE SERVICES (e.g., Criminal

Justice. Fire Protection) Transportation and Material Moving
138 Air Transportation (e g., Piloting,

108 PUBLIC AFFAIRS (e.g., Community Traffic Control, Flight Attendance,
Services, Public Administration, Aviation Management)
Public works, Social work) 139 Land Vehicle 8 Equipment Operation

140 Mater Transportation (e.g., Boat and
109 SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES Fishing Operations, Deep Hater

Diving, Marina Operations,
Sailors and Deckhands)

141 Other Transportation and Material
Moving



APPENDIX B

GUIDESHEET FOR CODING QUESTIONNAIRE

Using the classification definitions. I request that yotr categorize the questions indieated in the guidcsheet.
I am including a definition for each of the six principle incentives and a chart for your coding of the ques-
tions. Thank you for helping me with my sttrdy.

INCENTIVE CATEGORIES

Job Related Incentives:

TEACIIING (T): Seeks opporlrmilies tn lcaclr. less pressure lo ptrblislr, fewer atlrninistrativc
resporrsibilities. more contact hours with students and corttact with better students.

RESEARCH (R): Prcfers rrrorc tirnc for research, srnallcr teaching loads, better research facilities
and rewards for publislrirrg.

Personal Incentives: r

ACADEMIC RECOGIIITION (AR): Seeks opportunities to work and associate with better
colleagues, sclrolarly rceognitiorr, and status within the academic community.

FAMILY (F): Seeks opportunities in a better community with better scltools, housing opportunities
for tlreir family, or enrploymcnt opportunities for spouse.

Financial Incentives:

CAREER ADVANCEMENT (CA): Seeks career development thmuglr more opportunity for
adrrrirristrative atlvancernent, more job security, taking courses or pursuit of an advanced degree.

HIGHER SALARY (IIS): Seeks to maxinrize earnings from salary, benefits, and opportunities for
speaking and consulting. ·

- 14-1
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CODING VERIFICATION

Directions: Check in which incentivc category y·ou think the question belongs. If you Iind a question
that rclatcs to more than one Incentive category intlicate the ehoiees in the comments column. lf the ques-
tion does Itol lit in any category leave it blank.

B. Job Satlstactlon Issues — page 5

Questlon #19 — pages 5-7 (Response #4 — Very Satlstled)

T R AR F CA HS Comments
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T R AR F CA IIS Commems
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OVERALL COMMENTS ABOUT THE CODING OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE:

'Ihank you for taking your timc to couiplctc this codiug vcriliczttiou Ionn Ior mc.
Plcasc complctc thc Iollowingz ·

NAME

TITLE
E

INSTITUTION

DAYTIME PHONE DATE COMPLETED








